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American Fork
teens arrested for
making napalm
AMERICANFORK, Utah (AP)- Two
teen-agers have been arrested and
charged with making napalm from a
recipe from the Internet.
American Fork Police Department
spokesman Darren Falslev said 14-and15-year-old boys were arrested after it
was discovered they were testing and
storing the explosive under a bridge.
They are now in their parents· custody. They had burned a plastic figure
and rocks. Falslev said. They boasted of
their experiment to friends who tipped
off an officer stationed at American
Fork High School.
Officers were then dispatched to the
youths' homes. and the boys led the
police to the bridge.
The Utah County bomb squad
removed the napalm, which had been
stored in a plastic container. Napalm is
a jellylike incendiary explosive that
bursts into flames on impact.
It was used in bombs and flamethrowers during the Vietnam War. It's
considered extremely dangerous and
volatile.Falslev said two boys probably
didn 't understand what they were dealing with.
"I don't think they have a clue," he
said.
One of the two teenagers was
involved in blowing up a rest room toilet last year at American Fork Junior
High School with a homemade device
also made from information found on
the Internet.
Police have confiscated the computer
the boys used to gather the bombmaking information .
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Fee Board votes to increase student fees by $6.50
LAURA BELLAMY

Senior News Writer

Students can expect to see a $6.50 increase in student fees next year after the Fee Board approved five
different fee increases at its Monday meeting. The fee
increase is up 3 percent from last year's fees and was
meant to mirror the 3 percent increase in tuition,
said Student Body President Nate Anderson.
The increases, meant to improve Utah State
University as well as student life, ranged from money
needed to maintain computer labs to funds needed
to improve Aggie Shuttle operators' pay equity.
Several different options were put forth to the Fee
Board, which had to reduce the $18.50 requested to
$6.50 in approved fees.
"It's my feeling that we should look at these and
prioritize," said Academics Vice President Emily
Croshaw. ·we should look at how many students
each of these fees affect.·
I think to prioritize we need to go with the
library," Croshaw said. "Right now I don't think (the
computer fee) is a necessity. We have other fees that I
feel are more important."
According to the proposal from USU libraries. the
proposed library fee would place the computers in
the libraries on a replacement schedule. According to
Croshaw, all other computer labs are currently on a
schedule to have their computer equipment replaced
every four years. This fee will allow the libraries to

update their equipment on a regular basis. The current library fee is $6 for all students and, after
debate, was approved to be increased to $8.
The proposed computer fee, which received no
funding increase, would have helped to provide additional capacity for student use of computers. It would
also provide three additional labs with 84 work stations open at night-time hours, the Computer
Services proposal said. The current computer fee for
students taking eight or more credits is $45.
Board members said they felt libraries are in
greater need of funding and reach a greater percent-

age of students.
·1 feel that this fee is a top priority in that it is
something that would benefit the majority of students," Croshaw said. "Most every student uses the
library whether they come in or just access the databases online ."
The library fee, however, would not help the university in updating or obtaining new academic materials.
Tm not really against it, but I don't really know
how it helps students," said Graduate Vice President
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Petitions made to Fee Board for student fee increases:
Area

Amount
Approved

Amount
Requested

Computer
Library
Activity
Bus
Music/Theater
Technology
Western Surgery Center

$0
$2
$1.25

$4.50
$2
$2
$1
$1
$4
$4

Total Request: $18.50

$.75
$.SO

$0
$2

$TotalGranted: 6.50

Election committee
chosen via e-mails

Tickle those
•

•
1vor1es

LAURA BELLAMY

SeniorNews Writer
a home schoolstudent from Fruit Heights, and Ben
Sa/bury,a Skyview High senior,participatedin the Monster Concert
Tuesday.The concertis an annual
piano recital.
In addition to regularperformances,a musical is written from the
music that is performedin duets and
skits that areput on betweenmusical
numbers.
This year's theme is basedon the
movie 'Star Wars EpisodeOne: The
Phantom Menace,'and will have performersfrom ages 4 to 60.
Jonathon Coombs,

Nine students were chosen from
random e-mails last week to act as
supervisors to those running for
Associated Students of Utah State
University offices in March .
Christina Domichel, ASUSU public
relations vice president., said ·students
chosen for the election committee are
distant from ASUSU.They were selected from e-mails that were received
after (a November)Statesman advertisement.·
The committee will consist of:
Joilynne Banner, Kelly Cook, Rebecca
Duncan, Jennifer Fuller, Mark
Hullinger. Cannon Parry, Betsy Roundy,
Natalie Shane and Erica Thomas.
The proctors, or supervisors, will
assist the candidates with questions.
advertising, forums and debates.
The committee will also help with
the open house, which will be held Feb.
22, at 7:30 p.m. in the Taggart Student
Center. Domichel said.
"The open house is a chance for
candidates to be introduced to current
officers," she said.
Elections for the 2000-2001 ASUSU
officers will be held March 20 through
·31.
• According to the ASUSU Election
Packet, primaries will be held March 20
through 23.
The final elections will be held
March 27 through 30.
During the two weeks of elections,
there will be three sponsored forums
and two receptions.
"The receptions give students the
opportunity to meet all the candidates," Domichel said.
Students inte rested in running for
anASUSU Executive Council office can
pick up an election packet in the
Taggart Student Center Room 326.
The filing deadline for candidates is
Feb. 28 at 1 p.m. A mandatory meeting
will be held that night at 5 p.m. for all
candidates.
At the meeting, candidates will be
assigned a proctor who will answer
candidates' questions and remind them
·of calender events and deadlines,
Domichel said.
·students interested in running for
office should talk to existing officers or
read the charter to find out about the
ASUSU offices," Domichel said.
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ASUSU shoots down Housing's_speakingprivilege petition
allowing visitors to give input, said
ASUSU President Nate Anderson.
Many council members expressed
For fear of ·opening a can of worms," concern that if RHSArepresentatives
were allowed to speak, other campus
the Associated Students of Utah State
organizations may seek similar priviUniversity Executive Council unani leges.
mously agreed not to extend speaking
·1 see this kind of opening a can of
privileges to nonmember visitors at
worms," said College of I Iumanities,
meetings.
Arts and Social Sciences Senator
Residence Hall Student Association
Bethany Mills. ·1 have a hard time givPresident Robin Wignall proposed that
ing preference, and I don't want to feel
the council give her and future RHSA
like I am giving preference."
presidents the right to speak on nonWignall said RHSArepresents 2,200
legislative items in the council's weekly
students who live on campus and has
meetings.
·
national and international affiliations,
Currently, discussion of non-legisladuties she said could lend themselves
tive issues - including committee
tt, discussion.
reports and other input as well as all
Former RHSA President April
legislative issues - is limited to memStevenson often had pertinent informabers of the council. In most cases, the
council can decide to suspend the rules, tion and experience to add to discusDouGSMEATH

Assistant FeaturesEditor

sions, but was unable to, Wignall said.
Council members said there are
opportunities for this input to be
shared.
·council's been more than willing to
suspend the rules," said ASUSU
Athletics Vice President Sam Winward.
He said all student voices are important, and he didn't want to give special
privilege to what he called a "lobbyist
group."
In addition, Winward said Wignall
and others can share information with
council members outside of meetings.
"There's a week in between meetings; there's five minutes before meetings," he said.
Other ASUSU officers said taking
time to suspend the rules to allow a
nonmember to speak is not a big deal
and has been done often in the past.

·1 guess I don't understand when
having to suspend the rules is such a
bad thing," said ASUSUGraduate Vice
President Dan Ward.
Wignall said it can hamper discussion. especially heated discussion. to
have to stop and officially suspend the
rules .
Another issue that concerned members of the council is over-representation of students .
ASUSUActivities Vice President
Mandy Saunders said on-campus students are represented in various ways
by other council members, such as the
senators for the colleges of their
majors.
The council unanimously passed a
motion to continue granting speaking
privileges to nonmembers on a case-bycase basis by suspension of the rules.

Committee kills bill that would make large families pay more for schools
SALTLAKECITY (AP)- A bill that
would shift the burden of paying for
education to large families was resound ingly defeated in a House committee
Tuesday.
Under current law, 75 percent of the
federal deduction, or $2,063, can be
deducted from state income taxes.
Rep. Kory Holdaway's bill would have
increased the deduction to 80 percent
for the first two dependents - generally
a husband and wife - and reduced it to
70 percent for each additional dependent.
That would have meant a tax cut of

about $9.60 for the first two dependents,
and a tax increase of that same amount
for each child. Thus families with no
children or one child would still see a
tax cut, those with two children would
see no change, and couples with three
or more children would see a tax hike.
Because state income taxes pay for
education, the revision would have
meant $5.3 million more for the
Uniform School Fund.
Holdayvay,R-West Valley City, called
the bill a fairness issue.
"If I have students that are participat ing in education, whether higher or pub -

lie. then I feel I have a greater responsibility to pay for that education," said
Holdaway.
Utah has a higher percentage of
school-aged children than any other
state and the smallest percentage of
working-age adults, due to the state's
huge families. It's a byproduct of the
Mormon church's family emphasis.
The result is that. while Utah taxpayers put the highest percentage of their
income toward education , the state
spends the least per-pupil in the nation.
The bill had the backing of the Utah
School Board Association, Utah School

Superintendent Association. The Utah
Education Association and Davis
Education Association teachers unions
both supported the bill as well.
Karen Derrick, a Salt Lake City Board
of Education member and mother of
seven, said it seems only fair that she
pay more.
But the committee worried the small
tax hike would push large families,
already forced to pay to feed and clothe
their children, to the breaking point.
'To increase the burden right when
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N.H. primary leads to upset
MANCHESTER,N.H. (AP)Arizona Sen. John McCain scored
a convincing win over George W.
Bush in New Hampshire's leadoff
primary Tuesday, puncturing
Bush's self-styled aura as the
Republican's inevitable nominee.
Bill Bradley, the Democratic
underdog, battled Vice President
Al Gore in a high-stakes race of
their own.
It was a typical New
Hampshire primary, with voters
delivering a lecture to front-runners in both parties. Gore and
Bradley were in a close race,
according to voter interviews that
showed McCain winning easily in
his showdown with Bush.
"We beat him amongst everyone, men and women.
Republican and independent,
young and old," McCain said in
an interview with The Associated
Press. He credited his agenda of
political and campaign finance
reform for his victory, and said
New Hampshire voters had provided the momentum he needed
heading into South Carolina and
states that vote later.
"When I pointed out that I
would be the one to be able to
tell Al Gore that I'm going to
make what he did illegal, I think
that was one of the turning
points in the campaign," he said.
McCain invested most of his
time and money in the nation's
leadoff primary, gambling that
New Hampshire's independentminded voters would be drawn to
his reform agenda. Though his

Democratic

> Newambassador
callsforhuman
rights
BEIJING (AP) - The new U.S. ambassador to China said
Tuesday that the United States wants to open wide -ranging talks
with the Chinese governmen t on human rights issues.
Joseph Prueher, speaking to U.S. business executives in
Beijing, said Washington welcomed the release last week of Song
Yongyi. a librarian at Dickinson College in Pennsylvania who
had been deta ined in China since August.
But Prueher said a meaningfu l dialogue on human rights
would have to go further .
"I think it's importan t that human r ights discussions with
China not be a series of spikes , of individuals , but rather a
broader dialogue where we get more philosoph ically in tune, " he
said to the American Chamber of Commerce-China .
"A secure , stable and prosperous China is what's in the interests of the United States ," Prueher said .
The United States has said it will present a resolution calling
for China's censure for human rights abuses when the UN .
Human Rights Commiss ion holds its annual meeting in Geneva
in March.
Vice Foreign Minister Wang Guangya said the "ant i-China
resolution" would make restoring bilateral ta lks on human
rights impossib le, state media reported Monday. China broke off
the talks in May after the bombing of the Chinese Embassy in
Belgrade during the war in Kosovo.
Prueher also said the United States should support China's
changes from rule by individuals to rule of law, from a p lanned
economy to an open market and from a closed society, as it was
until reforms began in the late 1970s, to a "world player ."
Some of the ways the Un ited States is trying to promote these
transitions is by backing Ch ina's en try into the World Trade
Organization and working on better military relations , he said .
Prueher, a former Navy commander who became ambassador
two months ago, said he has met with nea rly all China 's sen ior
leaders and many provincial and local officials . He said th e talks
were "very productive " and left him convinced that China 's
leaders want good relations with the United States .

pr e sidential candidat e Al Goremakes /he ro11ndsat a cafe T11esday
d11ri11g
the New Hampshireprimary.

campa ign is more national in
scope, Bush also invested millions
of dollars in hopes of winning
New Hampshire and stopping
McCain's insurgent candidacy
"New Hampshire has long
been known as a bump in the
road f0t front-runners and this
year will be no exception," Bush
told The AP. He congratulated
McCain and pledged to campaign
hard against the Arizonan in follow-up primaries. starting with

South Carolina on Feb. 19.
"The road to the Republican
nomination is a long road. Mine
will go through all 50 states and I
intend for it to end at 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue ," Bush said.
McCain's victory was proje cted
from interviews conducted by
Voter ews Service as voters left
their polling places. VNS, a consortium of The AP and major
television networks and cable
news outle ts. showed conserva-

tives Steve Forbes, Alan Keyes
and Gary Bauer in the back of
the back and fighting to remain
viable .
The interviews showed
McCain winning in every age.
income and educat ion group . He
won among men and women.
Protestants and Catholics, young
and old . rich and poor . Most
tellingly, he was well ahead
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Military creates rules tO protect gays
WASHINGTON (AP) - For
anti-gay threats are incorporat ment.
the first time, the nation's milied in updated training programs
"These plans make it very
tary services have issued written
designed to ensure that the
clear ... that there is no room for
v!J\liA~ii;iest(;)-en&µre that t,roo__ps .Chnton administration's "don't
harassment or threats in the
who complain Qf ~n_t).~gay,,, J
ps~. don"t tell" p.qlicy on,&<\YS,is.
I ..military ," ~..P.fl~{l
;;ijljq in.a 1wrg 7
threats or harassment are not
enforced fairly anrl uniformJy
ten statement. 1
tliiemsalv.esinvest'i~lrt'~tl. ri, 1
thfoughout th/ i-i;;.~~~s-.
/ ,H
I , ,
'Servic~ 'rHkHllihs ½eea
I
The intent is to allow such
As a ma tt er of policy. comunderstand that harassment for
complaints to be aired without
manders are not to use comany reason will not be tolerated.
fear of being drummed out of
plaints of anti-gay harassment
and commanders will take
the service for being homosexuor threa ts as a reason to investiprompt. appropriate actions
al.
gate the complaining person.
against individuals involved in
Defense Secretary William
Instead the commanders are
such behav ior," Cohen added .
Cohen said Tuesday the new
supposed to investigate the
The Pentagon also
guidelines on how to investigate
source of the threat or harassannounced Tuesday the num-

lo

her of discharges from the military in the fiscal year ended last
Sept. 30 fell to 1,034 from 1.145
in the year -earlier period .
Spokesman X:,enneth Bacon sa.i<;I
83.5 percent of dischar e~.
resulted from st'atements ' by ser vice members that they were
homosexual.
Under the administration's
policy. gays may serve in the
military as long as they keep
their sexual orientation to
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Crisis
strikes
Ireland
government
overIRA
armsverdict
BELFAST.
Northern Ireland (AP) Northern Ireland's Protestant-Catholic government was plunged into crisis Tuesday after
a report by an independent commission confirmed that the Irish Republican Army has
failed to begin turning over its weapons.
Amid doubts that the 8-week-old Northern
Ireland administratio n could survive, the
major Protestant party, the Ulster Unionists,
accused the IRA-linked Sinn Fein of failing to
deliver on its side of an American-brokered
deal that led to the ir power-sharing Cabinet.
The disarmament commission delivered its
report - confirming that no specific acts of
lRA disarmament had taken place - to the

British and Irish governments late Monday.
They declined to make the report public
Tuesday.
In a statement. the IRA insisted its 1997
cease-fire should be sufficient grounds for
Sinn Fein's continued place within the fourparty administration, the central goal of the
1998 Good Friday peace accord.
The IRA said its representatives had met
directly with Northern Ireland's disarmament
commission three times since the Cabinet's
formation and spoke by to its members by
phone on Monday night.
The outlawed group said it had consistently stressed the message "that the IRA's guns

are silent and that there is no threat to the
peace process from the IRA."
But the IRAgave no hint it intended to
hand over a single bullet. much less its many
tons of weapons stockpiled in hidden caches.
The accord anticipated the IRA's total disarmament by May
Ulster Unionist leader David Trimble said
the British government now had a "regrettable but inevitable" choice: to suspend the
Cabinet's powers in hopes fresh negotiations
could produce a morn advance of the justcompleted report. not merely to talk about it
with the commission's chairman , Canadian
Gen. John de Chastelain.

TODAY'SBESTBET
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VIENNA, Austria (AP) - Outspoken populist Joerg Ha ider on
Tuesday negotiated a deal to allow his far-right pa rty to share
power in Austria's government - despite warnings from the
United States ~1"2_d
the European Union that such a move could
lead to Austria's diplomatic isolation.
Haider, leader of the rightist Freedom Party. and Foreign
Minister Wolfgang Schuessel reached the agreement la te
Tuesday on a proposed coalition government between Haider ·s
Freedom Party and the conservative People 's Party.
The deal can still be rejected by President Thomas Klestil,
who could call new elections or propose other alternat ives. But
he is u nlikely to do so, even though he fears the foreign backlash that would result from the Freedom Party's inclusion in the
government.
Earlier, while talks were still under way, the Clinton ad m inis tration warned that the United States would carefully examine
its relations with Austria if Haider's party moved into a leadership position .
State Department spokesman James Foley said the Unite d
States is "continuing to keep the situation under review" and
added that Secretary of State Madeleine Albright had called
Schuessel on Tuesday . He offered no deta ils.
Suspicion of Haider's par ty stems in part from his past hostility to the EU, his opposition to immigration and remarks sympathetic to aspects of Adolf Hitler 's regime. The EU's 14 other
mem bers have threatened to isolate Austria politically if
Haider's par ty gains power.
Haider gained internat ional notoriety about 10 years ago by
praising Hitler's "orderly " employment polic ies and lauding veterans of the murderous Waffen SS as "men of honor ." He has

> Infection
forceswoman
to loseseptuplets
NEPTUNE, N.J. (AP) - A woman in her fifth month of pregnancy m iscarried her septuplets after contracting an infection ,
her doctor said Tuesday .
Dr. Charles Hux said it had become clear that a bacterial
infection was endangering the life of 31-year-old Ivette ZapataSmalls of Lakewood .
"She started to lose them and we bas ically h ad to end it," Hux
said .
"I cut the stitch we'd put in at 10 weeks . She was obviously
infected and had a 104-degree fever. The bab ies basically all
came out. We didn't terminate it." Hux said .
He said he was not cer tain of the caus e of the infect ion.
Hux said Zapata-Smalls is expec ted to make a full recovery
an d will likely be released from the hospital later this week . He
said Zapata -Smalls was in good condit ion and will be abl e to
have children .

> Fedspartner
withWal-Mart
to sell coin

Ski and Board
Sale

77 North Main,
Downtown Logan,
752-2934

WASHJNGTON (AP) - Mindf u l of the deba cle with the Susan
B. Anthony coin, the U.S. Mint is aggressively marketing the new
Sacagawea coin by placing it in Wal-Ma rt cash registe rs and
boxes of Cheerios.
"Right away, this gets the new golden dollar coin into cash
registers across the nation ," said Philip Dieh l. director of the U.S.
Mint. "We've ach ieved a huge objective in the first week . something the Susan B. Anthony do llar n ever ha d the chan ce to
achieve ."
The Anthony coin, often mistaken for a quarter because of its
similar size and ridged edge , was a flop, and the government
was stu ck with nearly two-thirds of the 857 million coins produced be tween 1979 and 1981. Supplies eventually ran out and
the Mint produced a final 1999 en core run .
The silver-colored coin bore the likeness of suffragette Susan
B. Anthony. The new dollar coin , with an image of the Shoshone
Indian woman who helped the Lewis and Clark expedition
explore the West. has a gold -colored sur face and a smoo th edge.
The Mint is shipping $100 million worth to Wal-Mart and the
same amount to Federal Reserve banks , which in turn will distribute them to private banks . Diehl said the Mint p lans to produce as many as 1 billion coins this yea r.
Since last Thursday, cash iers at Wal-Mart and Sam's Club
store checkouts have been making change with the Sacagawea
coin instead of dollar bills. And thousands of Che erios boxes will
include coins or certificates for coins.
"Through the end of Februa ry, we will be the exclusive holder," said Laura Pope. spokeswoman for Wal-Mar t Stores Inc., the
world's largest retailer . "We're giving it back autom atically to
customers unless you request dollar bills."
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Court:Too-broad
SALTLAKECITY (AP) - Police in
Utah must give a judge a specific list of
what they're looking for and how they
intend to conduct their searches before
setting up a traffic checkpoint, the
state Supreme Court ruled Tuesday.
The high court ruled on an appeal
brought by Henry Thomas DeBooy,
who was charged with possession of a
controlled substance after his BMW
_..., convertible was searched at San Juan
County checkpoint in 1997. DeBooy
submitted a motion to suppress the
evidence, which the trial court denied.
"c·'
In its 3-2 decision, the Supreme
Court threw out all evidence gathered
against DeBooy at the checkpoint, ruling it was set up for too broad a list of
purposes, unlike checkpoints focused
on stopping drunken drivers or illegal
immigrants.

~:

Policelisted half a dozen reasonsfor
setting up the checkpoint, including:
checking license plates, registration cer-

checkpoint violated Fourth Amendment

tificates, insurance certificates, drivers'
licenses, seat belt use. compliance with
child restraint laws, vehicle equipment
violations. and compliance with commercial vehicle regulations. The check- ·
point was approved by Justice Court
Judge Lyon Hazelton.
The justices also said there should
have been tighter guidelines on how
the checkpoint was to be conducted .
"When many legal violations are
searched for, the purpose of the checkpoint becomes less a highway safety
measure and more a pretext to stop all
vehicles to search for any and all violations of the law that might be apparent," Justice Christine Durham wrote in
the court's opinion. "This generalized
stop and search, of course, occurs without any individualized suspicion of a
crime having been committed, much
less probable cause."
Officers noticed DeBooy when he
threw a tissue out of the car as he

approached the checkpoint.
one thing that makes me happy. for
DeBooy was asked for his driver's
lack of a better word. about Utah is it
license and registration and then asked very strongly believes (in the principles)
why he threw the tissue out of his car.
of search and seizure. This opinion just
DeBooy said he
reaffirms that."
1
didn't know.
Assistant
This generalizedstop and search,of
Officers then
Attorney General
asked DeBooy if course,occurs without any individualized Joanne Slotnick said
he had any alcothe court's opinion
suspicionof a crime having been
hol or drugs, and
simply means magasked if they
committed, much less probablecause.' istrates must be
could take "a
sure checkpoints
quick look in the
are specifically
• CHRISTINE
0uRHAM •
vehicle."
designed to enforce
They found
the safe use of highJ~
hallucinogenic
ways.
"It narrowed them down a bit,"
mushrooms in a backpack in the trunk.
Justices I. Daniel-Stewart and
Slotnick said.
Michael Zimmerman joined Durham
The ruling only applies to nonin the majority opinion.
emergency checkpoints set up absent
A dissenting opinion is expected to
any specific suspicion or investigation,
be released within the week,
It does not address emergency road'Tm very excited about this," said
blocks designed to catch a fleeing felon,
Rosalie Reilly,DeBooy·s attorney. "And
for example .

·,I

Blast
from

the past

~

~
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MandyAnger,a Utah
State Universitysophomore,enjoys disco night
at the Cadre ValleyFun
Park Saturdayevening.
Disconight is held every
Saturdayfrom 10 p.m.
to midnight. Admission
is $3 per person.Free
drinks aregiven to those
sporting disco 'threads.'
Monday is VFX night
from 9 p.m. to 12:30
a.m. and is $3 with student ID, $4 without.
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NewssR1EFs
>- USU
Alumni
Association
offers
essay-writing
contest
The Utah State University Alumni
Association is holding a Founders'
Day Essay Contest.
One male and one female will
each be awarded a $300 tuition waiver.
The following guidelines should be
followed for entry:
• Essays must be on the topic.
"Why I Love USU."
• Essays must be between 500 and
1,000 words.
• Entries must be received by
March 1.
The winners will be announced
Aug. 7 at USU's Founders' Day
Celebration in the Taggart Student
Center Ballroom.

>- Newscholarship
money
10('presidentavailable
for2002grads
answers
to fBl
in NewYork
LONDON (AP)- IOC president Juan Antonio Samaranch
met for more than five hours
with the Justice Department and
the FBI in New York, and said he
had no trouble answering investigators about the Olympic
bribery scandal.
"It went very well," he told
The Associated Press on Tuesday
after returning to IOC headquarters in Lausanne,
Switzerland. "I answered all the
questions. I am pleased after the
meeting."
While declining to discuss
details of Monday's session,
Samaranch said, "There were no
surprises . It was mostly regarding the Salt Lake City program
and also the organization of the
IOC."

A newly expanded scholarship
program was announced recently for
the Air Force ROTC.
Students who expect to graduate
in 2002 in sciences, engineering ,
computer science or information systems, foreign languages or area studies may be eligible for an EXPRESS
scholarship beginning as early as this
semester.
Students interested may contact
the Aerospace Studies department in
Military Science, Room 107.
Students who stop by receive a
free 15-minute phone card from
AT&Twhile supplies last.

>- 'Free
food,
coolT-shirt'
partof USU's
HASS
Week

The College of Humanities, Arts
and Social Sciences at Utah State
University is sponsoring a variety of
activities this week as part of its
annual HASS Week.
·we HASS what you want" is the
theme of the Associated Students '
HASS week.
·1t is an opportunity to meet new
people, eat free food and get a really
Hall. He required surgery last
cool T-shirt,",Mills said.
year after he wrecked a motorActivities include:
cycle while doing a•''wheelie"
'" · 1 Wednesday
- Soci~l Sciences bay.
for a television news crew. Wing
• 8 a.m. until food runs out,
recently entered the world of
breakfast.
online publishing with a
• 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., Trivia
monthly mayor's newsletter
Bowl - Contestants will come from
after a spat with the local newsthe audience. Free prizes.
paper.
Thursday- Undeclared Day.
Some residents roll their eyes
• 11 a.m. to 1 p,m., lunch at Wing's eccentricity, but few
Chili in ceramic bowls for $6 each,
doubt he's been good for
International Lounge.
Springville.
• At the basketball game
His latest venture into the
that evening - HASS Outstanding
music publishing business will
Student recognized .
put money in the city's coffers
Friday- Art Day,
for youth programs.
• 8 a.m., breakfast - Lobby
"I. as mayor, would like to see
next to LAEP office.
the Youth Council help decide
• 11 a.m. to 1 p.m .. lunch
how that money is used," Wing
with student skills demonstrations said.
Sunburst Lounge.
The mayor hopes the fund
• All Day - Treats at the
reaches as much as $50,000.
Tippets Art Gallery
The CDs will be sold in local
• 2:30 p.m., Speaker - Denise
stores and at Siegfried's
Shmandt-Besserat, anthropologist,
Delicatessen in Salt Lake City.
Family Life, Room 206.
Wing has taken his "happy
Saturday- Cadet for a Day.
wanderer" act on the road as
• 9 a.m. to 3 p,m., includes
well. He performs at care facilibriefings, small drill, performance
ties for the elderly and disabled.
and warrior run. Participants receive
One of his performances
lunch, free T-shirt, pewter coin and a
sparked the first words from a
graduation certificate . Sign up on
stroke victim, causing the man's
first floor of the TSC.
wife to declare it amazing.
All Week.Student exhibitions in
"My yodeling has about the
the Tippetts Art Gallery, Chase Fine
same effect as shock therapy,"
Arts Center. T-shirt sales - $4.99
Wing joked .
each. Cadet sign-ups - TSC first
floor.

The hills are alive with the sound of yodeling mayor
FEES
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Dan Ward. ·our library is last among Carnegie One institutions and I don't see how opening the computer lab will
help. It would just spread our resources even th_inner."
The board approved an additional $1.25 for activities to
the current $23.50 for students with eight or more credits
in order to offset the change of appropriations coming to
Student Activities from the Taggart Student Center
_ Building Maintenance Fee, the proposal said.
According to Public Relations Vice President Christina
Domichel, student activities currently receives 80 percent
of the TSC's building maintenance fee, The TSC can no
longer afford to have activities taking such a large portion
of its budget. Domichel said. The $2 increase will allow
activities to continue to offer student-oriented programs.
"I think with the increase we could diversify a little bit
and cater to students who don't normally attend events,"
said Activities Vice President Mandy Leishman.
During debate, the music/theater fee was pitted against
the bus fee. Members debated on th .e value of each trying
to decide which area benefited more students.
"I think ·(the bus fee) should be fully funded based on
the figures and the number of students served," Croshaw
said.
The fee proposed by the Music and Theater departments are divided into two halves. One part of the fee
would go toward offering more availability of programs as
well as maintaining the quality of programs, while the
other half would be directed toward charging part -time students.
Students taking one to six credits are currently not
assessed any fee for music or theater productions.
According to Anderson, since the fee is a new one for
part -time students, the measure would have to be put to a
student vote.
"If you look,·this is the only fee that isn't applied at least
partially to students with under six credits," Winward said.
According to the proposal from Parking and
Transportation Services. the bus fee will go toward buying
additional buses to accommodate growth as well as helping
to increase the pay of shuttle drivers.
"(The fee) would go to maintaining the continuity of dri vers." said Vice President of Student Services Pat Terrell.
"Right now if a driver calls in sick that shuttle might not
run and students are left waiting for a bus that never

comes:
Receiving partial funding and little opposition was the
Western Surgery Center Building Fee. According to the proposal from Student Services, the fee will go toward helping
to relocate the Student Health Center into the new building to allow for expansion of services to all students as well
as better utilization of the space within the TSC.
Another proposal that received no funding was the
Technology Enhan cement Fee. According to Croshaw, the
fee would have helped to defray costs the university incurs
when students pay tuition with credit cards.
According to Domichel, the university felt that students
should absorb the 3 percent fee the university is charged
when they use credit cards.
Board members felt credit card payments save the uni versity money in staffing costs, so students should not be
charged additional fees.
"I think with all the other proposals on the board ... I
just don·t feel very good about (the technology fee) and I
don't think that it is something students should be paying
for," Winward said.
According to Fee Board Chairman Matt Malouf, the Fee
Board recommendation will now go to President George H.
Emert for approval before being activated for Fall Semester.

SPRINGVILLE.Utah (AP),Fqr Springville's youngsters, the
hottest new music CD in town
has nothing to do with pop,
funk, rock or rap .
It's yodeling. By the mayor.
Mayor Hal Wing unveiled a
CD last week titled "Hal Wing:
The Happy Wanderer." Already
known for his flamboyant style.
Wing admits he may be "a bit
on the zany side " with this one .
But the mayor insists it's not
a publicity stunt. He's donating
proceeds from the sale of the
CDs to Springville's youths .
After just one day of sales,
Wing had raised $200 that he
put into a special account for
youth programs in Springville .
The CDs sell for $10 each.
"If you want to help the
youth or to drive unwanted
company from your home, you
can purchase one of these CDs,"
Wing told residents in his
monthly online newsletter.
But Wing, who travels extensively in Europe for business .
does a pretty good job as a
yodeler . Among the songs he
performs are "Edelweiss,"
"Amazing Grace" and "O
Tannenbaum ."
On a yodeling cassette tape
he put out six years ago, Wing
also played the alphorn - the
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you can least afford it, right
when you need mothers home to
help with these children ... I
think is the absolute backwards
policy,"said Rep. Tammy Rowan,
R-Orem.
Tammy Hinckley told commit tee memb ers that she teaches
her children at home, and the
law would hurt people like her.
"This clearly puts a greater
burden on those who are homeschooling and not participating
in the publi c school system," she
said. "We need a break, too."
Holdaway said he would be
willing to address the homeschooling issue.
But members of the House
Revenue and Taxation committee were unrec eptive to
Holdaway's suggestions, voting 73 to kill his bill.
Several committ ee members
have large families. Committee
Chairman Wayne Harper ha s 11
children; Rep. Ray Shor t, R-

long wooden instrument currently spotten on cough drop
commercials - and trumpet.
"He's actually really good,"
said one Springville librarian
who heard Wing yodel at a city
party.
Wing's 1994 cassette tape,
"Alpine Yodeling Ballads," is
filed in the city's library under
"International." even though
Wing was born and reared in
Springville.
While in Germany years ago,
Wing entered a music store and
asked for something that would
help him learn to yodel.
The clerk told him he was
too old because most yodelers
begin when they are children .
But Wing attacked the problem
with typical zeal.
"My wife said the worst thing
anybody can do is tell me it's
impossible," Wing said Monday .
Since becoming mayor in
1998, Wing has made major
changes in city administration
and the way Springville oper- _
ates . He patterns the city after
his highly successful adjustableladder business, Wing
Enterprises.
Wing owns more than a
dozen cars. including the
Porsche generally found in his
parking space at work or City

tion of the Uniform School Fund
Holladay, has eight; Rowan and
and the $3.9 million in lost revRep. Loraine Pace, R-Logan, each
enue may not necessarily come
have six. Each representative
from that fund .
voted against the bill.
"I see nothing in this bill
Two other bills changing the
about the Uniform School Fund,"
state's income tax system passed
said Saunders. "It's not menout unanimously. One bill would
tioned at all. I
cut income taxes and
think the educatie tax brackets to infla1
This clearlyputs a
tion community is
tion, meaning fewer
concerned about
greater burden on
people would qualify
for the top tax brackets
thosewho are home- anything that
might possibly
and therefore would
schoolingand not par- threaten (its
pay less income tax.
ticipating in the public funds)."
Some of the comThe Utah
mittee members raised
schoolsystem.'
Constitution man concerns that the
dates that personincome tax cut would
• TAMMV
HINCKl.1.Y.
al and corporate
come at the expense of
COMMUNITYMf.MBf.R.
income taxes to
education, which would
into the Uniform
lose $3.9 million from
School Fund, dedithe Uniform School
cated to education.
Fund.
A passage reading "Allincome
A bill almost identical to
tax dollars fund education,"
Saunders, sponsored by Sen.
would appear in large type on
Howard Nielson. R-Provo, has
passed the Senate and is awaiting the front of the state income tax
booklet. under a bill sponsored
a hearing in the House.
by Bryson, R-Orem. which the
Saunders argued educators
committee approved earlier in
were exaggerating the harm
the meeting.
because the bill does not men -

>- Folksinger
to perform
The Bridger Folk Music Society and
GeoGraphics. Inc. will present Cosy
Sheridan at Utah State University
Saturday in the Eccles Conference
Center Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are $10 in advance and $12
at the door.
The Boston Glogehailed Sheridan
as a "very funny and enormously amiable entertainer. with a keen and
wicked eye for the excesses of our fastfood, TV-happy and noisome culture .·
For more information, see the preview in Friday's issue of the

Statesman.

>- Correction
In Monday's issue of the

Statesman, a photo caption incorrect ly stated that Physical Plant employees began pruning trees due to unseasonable weather. According to Ellen
Newell, USU landscape manager.
pruning is always done in the winter.

Briefscompiled by
USUAND5TA1£SMANSWf
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Bringing folk music to USU ,
FEATURES
EonoR:

•>~l~lJ lE
Waking the dead

Co~ Sheridanbringsher own styleoffolk music

797-1742

statesman@cc.usu.edu
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USU Anthropology Museum takes stroll through the ages
tures relics and information
about that area and its people.
The exhibit will expand soon to
Tucked away in the southinclude a basket collection
west corner of the second floor which was donated to the
of Old Main, a little known
museum. The Ruth Datham colroom houses some wonders and lection should be ready for disfragments of days gone by.
play by the end of April, Larsen
The Anthropology Museum
said.
displays a collection of many
The collection, which fealoaned and donated items that
tures over 100 baskets, will be
give a picture of what human
displayed in two main focus
life has been like through the
areas - textile use and the
centuries.
impact/managment of the envi"What we're trying to do is
ronment. The second area will
give a pretty good idea of what
focus on the involvement of
anthropology is about," Mandy
technology at the time used in
Larsen, curator of the museum, making the baskets, as well as
said.
the impact on the environment.
Larsen said many people
Another display coming to
don't understand what actually the Great Basin section of the
goes into anthropology.
museum features rock art from
"People look at anthropology that region. The display will be
and think 'cool far away
used to look at the reasons for
places;· she said.
the art itself as well as its artisBut it is more than just the
tic value, Larsen said.
exotic places.
Another region represented
According to Larsen, a study
includes Peru. The display feain anthropology can take sever- tures several cases of items
al different forms.
ranging in content from textile
The study of the distant, far- production and use to pottery.
off lands is only a small part.
Larsen said the display is more
Bio-archaeology,forms of eththan just cultural anthropology;
nology, archaeology and physiits more-of a study of people
cal anthropology all have a
and their lives.
home in the museum.
A display which will soon
Bio-archaeology is a study of leave the museum details what
the actual remains of once livit is like to survive rape. The
ing beings. A new display which work was described by Larsen
should be up by April will focus as visual ethnology (the comon the Ice Man.
paritive study of people.)
"It's a good case study in bioThe display was a student's
archaelogy and what we can
senior project in the spring of
USU student Massahiko Kino gets a close look at the pottery in the Petradisplay in the AnthropologyMuseum on Monday. The museum is locatedon the seclearn from human remains,"
1999. Followingits removal
ond floor of Old Main in room252. It is openfrom 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday throughFriday. The m11seumis operatedby anthropologystudents.
Larsen said.
from the museum, the display
"Physicalanthropology is
will become a traveling exhibit,
of the museum. Larsen said one
how humans physically interact Larsen said.
of
the highlights is giving tours
with their environment and
These are only a few examto school children and to those
their culture," Emily Brunson, a ples of the works and discover- from
nursing homes in the
museum intern said.
ies that can be found in the
area.
Brunson said a good example museum.
As part of Humanities, Arts
would be to look at people who
The museum replies on the
and Social Sciences (HASS)
were hunters or gatherers and
work and dedication of students week, Larsen said the museum
the work they were doing. In
and faculty. Larsen and other
has activities to bring students
many cases the diseases and
students run the museum.
to Old Main to see the exhibits.
ways of life are decided by the
·we rely on people donating
A treasure hunt will take place
work that is done.
collections to us," Larsen said.
tomorrow from 10:30 a.m. to
A walk- through of the
This semester the museum
2:30 p.m. with free ice cream
museum will reveal many excit- was able to offer internships to
for
those who participate.
ing displays that have made
11 students due to a grant from
On Friday, Denise Schmandtthere home at USU.
the Caine Foundation.
Besserat will speak concerning
The Great Basin display fea·we want to get people
the invention of writing in difinvolved in the
ferent cultures.
basic running of a
The presentation is open to
museum," Larsen
all students and will be held in
said.
the Family Life Building, Room
Larsen wants to 206 at 2:30 p.m.
help people underLarsen said she would like to
stand what is
see more students visit the
done in the stumuseum.
dent run muse"There's something of interum.
est to everyone - we are
"Its a lot more
diverse in our displays,"she
than just exhibit
said.
development." she
The museum is located on
said.
the second floor of Old Mam in
Those working
Room 252. Hours of operation
at the museum
are between 8 a m. and 5 p.m.
help with cataMonday through Friday.
Vitoon Thititanapak, a studentfrom Thailand,is silhout- loging and the day
Tours can be arranged by callted /Jythe lightsfrom a displayin the Museum Monday.
to day operations
Anthropology Museum intern Katie Simon performs maintainencework on the Petra exhibition on Monday.
ing Larsen's office at 797-0219.
JUSTIN BERRY

FeaturesEditor

Jumpinginto the saddleof a whole new kind of therapy at USU
participant on the ground,Kerstensaid.
"Onceyou're on top of the horse,"
Kerstensaid, "it'sa differentrelationship."
While Kerstenwouldn'tgo into detail
What do you get when you throw Black
about the types of exercisesdone in a
Beautyand SigmundFreud in a corral
therapy sessionfor fear of uncertifiedpeotogether?A whole new breed of therapy
ple leading therapy sessionsof their own,
that uses horses as part of treatment
he did say that therapy involvesrope
BillDay,Utah State University
courses.
Extension'shorse specialist.said he hopes
"(Weuse an) ice breaker activitywith a
that a demonstrationof equine-assisted
psychotherapy(EAP)at USUwillgenerate big,dominant animal,"Kerstensaid.
Horseswere chosen for this type of
enough student interest to make a major
therapy rather than cowsor llamasnot
out of it.
only for their size,but also for the historic
"Thisis a smallfirst step,"Day said. ·rt
connectionbetween horses and humans,
would take at least two years;one to
Day said.
developa curriculum,and another to get
"Peopleand horses have worked
through the red tape."
together for eons,"Day said."The psyche
EAPis the practiceof bringinga client
seem to have evolvedtogether."
into an unfamiliaratmosphere with a
"No other animal has playedsuch a
dominant animal to see how he/she
vital role in the developmentof our counreactsto the horse, said Greg Kersten,
Chairman of the EquineAssistedGrowth try."Kerstensaid.
Day added that cowsand llamas,as
and LearningAssociation(EAGALA),
wellas other farm animals,have been
based in Santaquin,Utah.
"Thetherapist presentsyou with prob- bred for a differentpurpose than horses.
"Thebenefits 100years ago weretangilems and watcheshow you deal with that,"
ble but now it's recreational,"Day said.
Day said.·rt is interactionwith the horse
"Partof a good horse is his abilityto be
more than care of the horse. It's not about
a good companion,"Day said. "They
ownership."
Ninety percent of the therapy exercises would'vebeen extinct if not for their ability to interact."
done with the horse are done with the
The horse is a lessstressfulcreature
HEATHER FREDRICKSON

Copy Editor

than humans, Kerstensaid.Once the
That doesn't happen with horses
basicneeds of food and shelter are met,
becausepeople have to look up to them,
the horse is happy.Humans are always
he said.
searchingfor more than their,basics,
Kerstensaid the horse breeds used
Kerstensaid.
vary widelyfrom quarter horses to
Therapy usinghorses has
Clydesdales.
been offeredin prison sys"It helps to have a huge
tems as additional incentive 'People and horses beast that's so intimidatfor inmates to attend therapy
ing."Kerstensaid.
have worked
sessions,Day said,
"Clydesdalesare sensitive,
He added that inmates
together for eons. big animals.·
are more willingto workwith
Gentler animals,like
a therapist when the horse is The psyche seem to mares or geldingsare preferred over ·ornery.hyper"
present.
have evolved
"Lotsof criminalsdidn't
stallions,Kerstensaid
together'
have pets growingup,"Day
Alltherapy sessionsare
said,wonderingaloud if
attended by an EAGALAcertifiedhorse trainer and
criminalshad had pets as
• B111.DAY•
a licensedclinicaltherapist,
children,wouldthey have
lJSUf.XU.N~ION
made the choicesthey did?
Kerstensaid.
"Animalshave lots to offer,"
Certificationfor horse
he said.
trainers involvesthree-day
Kerstensaid that while cats and dogs
seminarscoveringa variety of topics.
are beneficialto a person'sphysicalhealth, includingsafety;individual,group and
they are not alwayssuitable tools in a
familysessionsand developmentof treatprison environment.Sexoffendershave
ment plans and role play scenarios,
been known to abuse the smalleranimals, accordingto EAGALA's
Resource
he said.
Handbook.
"The problemwith dogs is that
Higherlevelsof certificationdepend on
humans are superior quickly,"Kersten
the horse trainer's levelof experience
using EAP:levelII requiresattendance at
said.This is due to the differencein
height.
eight EAPsessionsand submittingarticles

to EAGALA
news.LevelIII requires300
hours of EAPsessions,accordingto the
Handbook.
There are only 20 EAP-certifiedoutpatient programs,privatepractices,day
programsand camps,residentialpro,
grams,and boardingschoolsthroughout I
the United States listedin the Handbook.I
Despite the EAGALA
certificationand ,
its growingpopularity,Gretchen Gimpel, 'I
an assistantprofessorin USU'sPsychology
department. isn't ready to acceptthe disci..1
pline as "therapy."
"Iwouldn'tpromote it as therapy.but I
in addition to a regular program,"Gimpel
said. "(Itcould be) an additionaltool to
help adolescentscommunicate."
1
Gimpelcautioned that whilethe result:$
appear to be helpful,there needs to be
more research beyond the anecdotes.
"Anythingthat can help people take
advantageof therapy is a good thing."
Gimpeladded.
The demonstrationat USUwillbe Feb.,
16 at the Animal.Dairy.and Veterinary
Sciencepavilionat 1495N. 800 Eastand i$
free to students, facultyand youth. Adults
pay $10.
EAGALA
willbe hostinga conference
at BrighamYoungUniversityMarch2-4.
Call 877-858-4600or e-mail
equine@eagala.org
for more information.
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Stringing up art with ·hand-made guitars at KSM

www.STftTESfflHU

build a guitar because it is the
strongest and sturdiest type of
wood.
Cache Valley is home to many talented
A custom-made guitar takes
artists. Some use paint and brushes while
about three months to create,
others use wood as their canvas. Kevin
Moore said, and usually costs
Moore, owner of KSM Guitars & Accessories about $1.500. Although more
in downtown Logan. showcases his woodexpensive than some manufacworking skill through the custom-made gui- tured guitars, Moore said a custars he creates and sells in his store.
tom guitar is worth the prite
"I've always loved working with wood and because it is tailored to the indiI've always loved music," Moore said. "That's vidual's style and sound preferwhat got me interested in learning how to
ences.
make guitars. It's amazing how you can turn
A custom guitar is made to fit
a slab of wood into a musical instrument.·
the individual's hands so it is
Moore said he grew up in Cache Valley
more comfortable to play, he
and began woodworking in 1982. Watching
said.
his father work with wood, and getting
A custom-made guitar is not
experience with it in school helped to foster really for a beginner, Moore
his natural attraction to woodworking he
said. The customer needs to
said, Jimi Hendricks and Stevie Ray Vaughn
know what they want to accomheavily influenced his love for guitar music.
plish with it. Many of the peoMoore said he taught himself how to make
ple who buy custom guitars, he
guitars by reading books and through many
said, are very skilled musicians
years of experience. Learning a skill is a life"Aguitar is like a shoe. You
long process, he said.
want it to fit right," Moore said,
"I'm still learning," Moore said.
"A musician needs to have a
"Experience is the only way to become good pinpointed sound and direction
at something.·
they want to go. Then I can
Different types of wood can be used to
build a unique guitar to fit that
make a guitar, he said. The weight and denindividual."
sity of the wood determine how the guitar
Moore said he gets a lot of
Kevin Moore of KSM Guitars explains how he custom designed
will sound. A guitar made from a less-dense
satisfaction from creating instru- and built t/Ji.si111/arfor a customer.Moore also does repairsal KSM.
wood will create a light. airy tone, while a
ments that the owners love to
Moore said he opened KSM Guitars &
dense wood will produce a rich, heavy, bass
play.
Accessories in September of 1996 and hopes
tone.
"It's a neat feeling when someone brings
to eventually expand his business.
Moore said his favorite style of guitar is a in a guitar I built for them and it has been
Those interested in having a custom guitraditional style, called Les Paul because it's
played so much that the neck is worn
tar built for them can call 753-6813 or drop
not flashy. He said he uses a lot of maple to
down: he said.
by the store at 349 N. Main St.
JENNIFER LIVSEY

Staff Writer

r';urprise Her;i-

Choose a beautiful diamond for an
elegant engagement ring and
have it mounted the same day.
· In-store goldsmithing.
Low prices. Financingavailable.

StoreHou11
Mon· Fri 9:30• 8:00
Sal '1118:00

141 N. Main
752-7149

fanfest2000bringsthe starsto Utah
TARA8oNE

Staff Writer

You're in elementary school
again and the bell signaling
your freedom for the rest of the
day just rang. You dart out of
the school's double doors in
anticipation because you know
in just a few minutes you'll be
home watching "The Brady
Bunch." "Diff'rent Strokes· and
"Star Trek" reruns.
Years later as a teenager,
you're a fan of Superman, and
horror flicks like Friday the
13th having seen every film at
least twice.
Now you think your quality
time spent with Bobby and
Jason is over, but wait! All of
your favorite characters are
coming soon to an area near
you.
Actors and directors from the
film and television industry will
be at the Utah State Fairpark
on March 11 and 12 when Salt
Lake City hosts its first annual
Fanfest according to Catrine
McGregor.
From 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at the
park's Grand Building, celebrities from classic TV and horror
and science fiction films will be
interacting with Fanfest 2000
goers.
McGregor, producer of
FanFest 2000 and owner of the
Salt Lake-based production
company Harvest
Entertainment, said she wanted
to bring a FanFest to Utah

because every other state in the
country hosts similar festivals.
McGregor said celebrities in
film are difficult to contact
because it is ·very hard for
agents to take you seriously."
She has been in the "film business for 25 years," and was able
to contact a variety of celebrities for FanFest 2000.
Some of the celebrities available at FanFest 2000 for autographs and panel discussions
are Margot Kidder, Superman's
Lois Lane and Frank Gorshin,
the Riddler in the original
"Batman· television show
Mike Lookinland who played
Bobby Brady, and Todd Bridges
who was Willis, Arnold's older
brother in "Diffrent Strokes·
will also be in attendance at the
festival.
Horror film stars like Ted
White and Richard Brooker,
both Jasons in Friday the 13th.
Parts III and IV, will make their
first appearance ever at a festival in the flesh.
A complete list of FanFest
2000 celebrities can be found at
the festivals Web site
www.slcfanfest2000.com.
The site also features a
schedule of the events.
According to McGregor, there
will be a lot of activity during
thr festival.
For movie and toy memorabi]ia collectors, dozens of vendors will be selling vintage
items, and Mike Lookinland,
whose autograph is the hardest

Brady signature to obtain will
be available for signings.
A celebrity auction donating
all proceeds to the Utah
Adoption Exchange will take
place on Saturday, March 12,
from 6 to 8 p.m. McGregor said
celebrity items and packages
including dinner "with a star
you're really in to· will be up
for bid.
For the eager Trekkise,
George Takei, the original Mr.
Sulu on television's "Star Trek,"
will speak at noon and 3 p.m.
on Saturday, March 12. Tickets
for the Takei discussions are
available at Global Access in
Holladay and Draper.
Throughout the weekend,
other FanFest 2000 celebrities
will participate in panel discussions at the park's Heritage
Theatre.
McGregor said because the
theater only seats 225 people,
audience members will be able
to freely interact with celebri ties.
Admission to these discussions are included with your
entry ticket.
Tickets cost $22 for one day
or $30 for both days, and can
be purchased through Smith's
TIX at 1-800-888-TIXX.
For hockey fans, $29 will get
a FanFest 2000 ticket as well as
a ticket to the Utah Grizzlies
game on Saturday , March 12.
For more information call
(801) 397-0838 or visit the Web
site mentioned above.
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soup
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ordinner
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I
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hunger
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_
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Not valid with other offers. Must have coupon.
Must present
_,::
USU student ID. Valid at Logan JB's only. Expires 4-7-99 .

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
WEEKDAY BREAKFAST BAR

SUN-THU 6- I 0
FRI-SAT
6-12
461 N. MAIN
752-6411

99

$3

Ex_oJres
3/50/00

MON-FRI• 6AM-llAM

For a quick. delicious jump-start on your day. order our
All-you-can-eat Breakfast Bar. Enjoy a variety of items Jil<e:
eggs,pancakes, French toast, bacon. sausage and much more.

Winter Gear
Blow outl
Skis and Snowboards 400/ooff
Ski Boots 500/ooff
Snowboard ·eoots 400/ooff
Ski and Snowboard
Bindings 25%off
ROSSIGNOL

VAN5
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Fre1hman Kyle Jones reaasa selectio,rfrom lord Alfred Je11nysonduri11ga folklorepoetry

rending.The readingwas held in 1/JeSunbursl Loung, as part of HASS week yesterday.
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ORGANIZED PROVIDEREENTRYSTU~NTS WITH
THE OPPORTUNITY
FORNA"rtbNAL
RECOGNITION.

~·.

THIWORID
IS NOTENOUGH
(~Gil)

REQUIREMENTS:

Mon700,
'1:20

• 3.0OverallUSUGPA•JuniortrSenior•26yearsof
ageor older•5 yearor moregapin education•
Involvement
in
campusorcommunity
activities
Applications:
TSCRm.310,797-1728
email:reentrycen@admlssions.usu.edu
Deadline:Th_ursday,
February
10,2000

.

THI SIXTHSENSE
IJGIJ)MonT:U,'1:15

THRHKINGS(R) Mon'l:00

"~--------------------
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UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

Media Relations

Allengagement
rings$ IS000
. .

, .. w..

ber is for the
designer or
bridal shop carrying the dress.
Brides who are members of
the Church of Jesus Christ of
She said all of
Latter-day Saints often have diffi- the bridal shops
are in Utah, and
culty finding wedding dresses
brides outside
modest enough to wear in the
church's temples. A new Web site, of Utah can ask
LatterDayBride.com, is there to
to have a dress
help them out.
shipped to
Jennifer and Troy Oldroyd
them. If the
and Nicole and Sean Thomas,
phone number
is for 'cl designer.
two recently married couples,
Jennifer said the
launched the site Jan 17.
company can
LatterDayBride.com boasts a coldirect a bride to
lection of 91 modest wedding .
the nearest
dresses and a variety of other
wedding services tailored to LDS bridal shop that
carries their
couples.
Jennifer said the idea for the
designs.
The site also
site came from personal experience trying to find a modest
includes links to
formal dresses,
dress. She is from Utah, and said
men's formal
she often wondered how much
more difficult it was for LDS
wear, rings and
bands, accesbrides in other states to find
modest dresses.
sories, invitations, a threeIn their research Jennifer and
month wedding checklist and a
Nicole found that every designer
wedding planning guide.
makes at least one modest dress
but doesn't advertise the dress
Jennifer said the link to forbecause it is not a top seller.
mal dresses was included because
This makes shopping for a
finding modest dresses for bride's
modest dress time consuming.
maids can be as difficult as findJennifer said the purpose of the
ing a modest wedding dress.
Web site was to build a collection Jennifer said she spent $800 to
of these dresses so LDS brides
alter dresses for her bride's maids
and wanted to help other brides ·
could save shopping time and
alteration money.
avoid such expenses.
"Modest Wedding Dresses" is
She said the men's formal
the first link on the
wear is all from one shop, but
LatterDayBride.com site.
the name of the designer is listed
Following the link takes visitors
for each tuxedo allowing grooms
to a registration page and then to to ask for that particular design
a gallery of wedding dress picat any tuxedo shop.
The "Rings & Bands" link takes
tures.
Clicking on a particular dress
visitors to a gallery of rings from
provides a larger picture of the
Miadora, an online ring compadress and such information as
ny. Jennifer said they chose
the gown's style number, price
Miadora because of the compaand available sizes.
ny's high quality, reasonable
The site provides a phone
prices, and ·great return policy."
number to call for questions and
She suggested that visitors
further information about each
who don't want to order from
dress.
Miadora can print a picture of a
Jennifer said the phone numring and have it custom made by
CORINNE l<ATOR

forthegold.

45 NorthMain,Logan• 7S3-4892 . .
.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday_•
10a.m.-4p.m.S~

another jeweler.
The "Accessories"link provides tiaras, bags, ring pillows,
guest books, cake knives and
other accessories that can be
ordered right from the site.
Jennifer said they plan to add
shoes and cakes to the site soon.
Jennifer said the "Invitations"
link was provided especially for
brides living outside of Utah who
want pictures of LDS temples on
their invitations, napkins or
other wedding paper.
"We have all sorts of invitations, but temple ones in particular;· she said.
The planning guide portion of
the site has links to help couples
choose their colors, create a song
list for their DJ, plan their honeymoon, budget their money and
make many other wedding choices.
Oldroyd said they tried to
make this portion of the site very
comprehensive and the entire
site "fun and very usable."

Annual
pianofestival
strikeschordat USU
thismon
.th

Visit the
manufacturing
showroom at
Marcell<:s
where
you can create
a beautiful piece
of jewelry as
uniQueas
your love.
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New bridal site offers dresses, more
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The Wassermann Festival, presented on the
campus of Utah State University, is a week-long
symposium that provides pianists the opportunity
to work with prominent guest artists in lecture
and masterclass settings studying both piano literature and performance techniques.
Interest in the five-day festival is wide ranging,
from people who have a general appreciation of
music from serious educators to students of piano
study. The festival is open to the public and registration can still be completed, although the masterclass performance slots have been filled.
This year's Wassermann Festival, under the
direction of Dennis Hirst, is Feb. 22 through 26,
with guest artists Charles Rosen and E.L.
Lancaster.
Two solo piano recitals are also offered in conjunction with the festival. The first features Utah
pianist Eugene Watanabe (Feb. 25) and the second features Rosen (Feb. 26).
Both recitals begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Kent
Concert Hall of the Chase Fine Arts Center.
General admission tickets are available at the
door.
The Wassermann Festival is an annual event at
USU and its name honors Irving Wassermann, a
former USU Music department and piano program head.
The festival now focuses on bringing concert
pianists and pedagogs for a week's residency at
USU, Hirst said.
An overview of the festival's lecture topics
includes "Tempo in Mozart and Beethoven," "The
Last Years of Chopin," "Brahms and the Classical
Conventions," "Notation of Phrasing in Mozart,
Beethoven and Chopin," "Teaching Musical Style
to Young Pianists" and "Keyboard Study:
Repertoire, Technique and More."
Festival director Hirst is pleased to have Rosen
and Lancaster as this year's guest clinicians.
Rosen, he said, is a best-case example for the
diversity that he hopes to find in guest artists.
Ros~n. now retired and living in France, is still
a sought-after guest clinician and a concert artist.
"Ther·e are not many concert pianists whose

careers have been as diverse as Charles Rosen's.Hirst said.
The breadth of Rosen's endeavors reflects a
remarkable synthesis of performing musician,
scholar, writer and lecturer, Hirst said. The format
of the Wassermann Festival appeals to many
established concert artists.
When approached last year by the festival,
Rosen reportedly said, -This is exactly what I want
to do. I don't just want to go somewhere to play. I
want to talk, share and teach."
Rosen's concert career is impressive, Hirst said.
He is one of the most widely respected and
admired pianists of our time and has been internationally acclaimed for his performances and
recordings of a diverse repertoire ranging from
Bach to works by some of last century's most
important composers. He is especially renowned
for interpretations of Beethoven and the
Romantic literature the works of Chopin,
Schumann and Liszt.
Hirst is equally excited to have Lancaster at
. this year's festival. It was Lancaster's reputation
that led Hirst to his graduate study at the
University of Oklahoma.
"E.L.Lancaster has established himself as a
major piano pedagog," Hirst said. "He's the expert
who can tell you how to take 8-year-olds and
teach them how to play the piano."
Lancaster recently assumed a new position as
Vice President/Keyboard Editor-in-Chief at Alfred
Publishing Company. From 1979-1998 he was a
faculty member at the University of Oklahoma,
Norman, where he taught piano pedagogy and
coordinated the group piano program. He established the school's masters and doctoral program
in piano pedagogy in 1980. He is the author or
co-author of more than 125 publications
designed for students of all ages from pre- school
through adults. He has presented workshops for
teachers around the world.
There are several registration options for the
Wassermann Festival. including day passes. The
masterclass performers have been selected, but
observers are still welcome at these sessions. For
brochures or tuition information contact festival
director Dennis Hir~t via email at
dhirst@hass.usu.edu or by telephone, 797-3257.

Nowthe bigquestion,
co-hostor no co-host?

CacheValley3 Theater
presents

SCREAM
3 (R)
Fri& Sat 7:00, 9:30 ,12:OOam
Sat & Sun 2:00, 4:30
Box office opens Fri@ 6:30pm & Sat @ 1:30pm
*IDre(luired}c>r
-~IL~rated movies.
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VERNE CAY

Newsday
NEW YORK - The debate
rages, churns and roils. . .
Friendships are strained. The
subject just won't die. The New
Hampshire primary? The stock
market? Susan Lucci's future on
Broadway? No, silly.Really
important stuff Should Dave
have a guest host?
Somewhere in the New York
area, David Letterman is recuperating from open-heart
surgery. He is doing well, very
well, and his eventual return is
measured in weeks. In the
meantime, there 's a show to put

on and a February sweeps loom- and his trusted lieutenant, Rob
Burnett, are conferring on the
ing. And so, the Second Big
."guest host" issue. Burnett, execQuestion: Should CBS and
utive producer, said last week
Letterman squander the recent
that they "have never been
ratings gains by airing repeats?
opposed to the idea of a guest
(Everyone agrees that even a
host, (and) it's something we'll
roomful of chimps could easily
consider along with a lot of
pick any number of top-flight
other options."
episodes.)
"Late Show" aficionados have
The answer is ridiculously
had intemperate disagreel'I}ents
obvious. Yes, "Late Show With
David Letterman" should have
on the subject. Columnist Aaron
Barhhart recently posted a diaguest hosts. More the merrier.
Sooner the better. And just to
tribe against the idea on his
respected tvbarn.com Web site,
add a little edge to this debate:
noting that a guest host "is one
Letterman also might want to
of those ideas that sounds like a
consider a semipermanent guest
can 't lose - thatis, until somehost after he returns.
. body actually tries it."
At this moment, Letterman

..
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NTSB continues to learn more about ·
final minutes of Alaska Airlines Flight 261
Guard Adm. Tom Collins said. "The challenge
PORT HUENEME,Calif. (AP)- The pilots
of Alaska Airlines Flight 261 struggled with a
is time. As time ticks off, risks go up."
On shore in Port Hueneme, passers-by
sudden control problem for at least six minutes before the jetliner plummeted into the
paused to bow their heads in prayer.
ocean with 88 people aboard, federal investi"It just feels so good to stand out here and
pray. It sort of cleanses you out," said Diane
gators said Tuesday.
Adame, 39. "You don't realize when you put
The last minutes of the MD-83's flight
Monday may have been witnessed by pilots
someone on a plane and give them a hug that
you might not see them again.
aboard four other aircraft, and the
I just feel for the people who
National Transportation Safety
Board was seeking to interview
'You don't realize lost their loved ones, especially
the young ones. I guess that's
them.
when you put
what really got me."
The plane plunged from 17,000
The flight had left Puerto
feet and crashed nose-down in the
someoneon a
Vallarta, Mexico, for San
Pacific after the pilot reported problems with the horizontal stabilizer, a
plane and give Francisco and Seattle with 83
passengers and five crew
wing-like structure on the tail that
them a hug that members. The passengers
controls the pitch of the aircraft's
nose.
three airline employyou might not see included
Investigators at the crash site also
ees, four employees of its sister
said Tuesday they had heard a pingairline Horizon and 23 relathem again.'
tives or friends of the employing from the ocean, apparently from
the flight recorders, which could
ees taking advantage of free
•D1ANEADM1E• standby flights.
reveal exactly what went wrong with
l¾.<;.~ER-!IY
the stabilizer.
NTSB member John
The search was concentrated on a
Hammerschmidt released preliminary transcripts of air traffic control comdebris field about 10 miles offshore and about
40 miles northwest of the Los Angeles airport.
munications with the airliner. The last routine
Coast Guard, Navy and private vessels were
transmission came at 3:55 p.m. PST,when the
joined by military airplanes,
flight was cleared to continue to San Francisco.
Nearly a day after the accident, searchers
At 4:10 p.m. the pilots said they had control
had pulled four bodies - one man, two
difficulties and were descending below 26,000
women and an infant- from the cairn sea,
feet. A few seconds later they advised they
which is 300 to 750 feet deep in the area.
were at 23,700 feet and there was "some disHopes dimmed that anyone aboard Flight 261 cussion about their ability to control the airsurvived in the 58-degree water.
craft.'' Hammerschmidt said.
"This is still a search for human life,"Coast
Over the next few minutes, the pilots said

Order flowers for
your Valentine early!
FREEJELLYBELLIES
For Early Valentine Delivery!
(Fri. Feb. 11th & Sat. Feb. 12th)

they "were kind of stabilized and going to do
some troubleshooting," but then said they had
a jammed stabilizer. At 4:16 they were cleared
for an emergency landing in Los Angeles.
The controllers cleared the plane to i?,000
feet. The crew acknowledged that in what was
the last known transmission from Flight 261,
Hammerschmidt said. At 4:21 p.m. the aircraft
dropped from radar.
The underwater pinging was pinpointed by
a Navy team that joined in the search effort.
Investigalors were uncertain whether the
pings were from one or both of the recorders.
One some planes, the horizontal stabilizer
is monitored by the plane's data recorder. The
other "black box" records pilot conversations.
If the data recorder was programmed to
monitor the stabilizer, it would reveal the condition of the device's electrical and hydraulic
controls. If not, officialswould have to deduce
what happened to the device by studying how
other systems performed before the crash, said
Barry Schiff, an aviation consultant and former TWA pilot.
The stabilizer typically is controlled by the
automatic pilot, but can also be manipulated
in the cockpit. Pilots are trained extensively in
what to do about stabilizer malfunctions. If
the problem can't be fixed, the nose of the aircraft can move up or down uncontrollably
until gravity forces the plane into a dive.
Both pilots were Alaska Airlines veterans.
Capt. Ted Thompson, 53, was hired in 1982
and had 10,400 flying hours with the company. First Officer William Tansky, 57,was hired
in 1985 and had 8,047 flying hours with the
Seattle-based airline.

FRED'S FLOWERS
41 North Main
LOGAN

752-6242

5:J[il,-Student Activities

Exploration Resource
Center Scholarships

Stranded
motorists
rescuedafternighttrappedbyavalanches
ANCHORAGE.Alaska (AP)Nine motorists were rescued by
a state police helicopter Tuesday
after spending the night in their
cars. trapped by huge avalanches that buried a highway.
The travelers, who had kept
in touch with rescuers by cellular phone as they waited along
the Seward Highway, were flown
out in three groups and taken
to a diner for breakfast. They
were in good condition.
"We ate everything they had
in the restaurant, and now we're

starting all over again," said
Darwin Peterson. "I told my wife
when we get back home, I'm not
going as far as the post office for
the rest of the winter."
Some of the people wrapped
up for the night in sleeping
bags, while others were in a van
that had a propane heater.
They spent the time playing
cribbage, getting acquainted and
talking to troopers by phone.
Most Alaskans carry warm
clothing, sleeping bags and survival gear when they travel long

MILITARY

years ago.
"We're glad to see, finally,
that the secretary is taking steps
to train people," Benecke said.
She said her group has found
that most service members who
declare their homosexuality,
and thereby are removed from
the service, do so because they
feel threatened by an anti-gay
environment in their workplace.
·~what is needed now is for
leaders to enforce the harassment guidelines with commitment," Benecke said.
Cohen instructed the services
to develop new training guidelines last December amid
widening criticism that adminis-

tration policy on gays in the
military was not working.
Cohen also asked each of the
service's top civilian and uniformed leaders to issue statements to their troops reinforcing the policy against harassment of gays.
In a joint statement, Air
Force Secretary F. Whitten
Peters and the Air Force chief of
staff, Gen. Michael Ryan, said,
"Harassment, threats or ridicule
of individuals or groups based
upon their real or perceived differences, including sexual orientation, have no place in the
United States Air Force and will
not be tolerated."

The true rewards of New
Hampshire are momentum or
simply validation of a candidate's campaign.
New Hampshire's primary is
the springboard to a five-week
stretch of campaigning that
could determine the presidential
nominees. Fourteen states have
contests on March 7 and half-adozen more on March 14.
Voting began just after midnight in the tiny burgs of Hart's
Location and Dixville Notch,
where McCain and Bradley were
awarded early leads among the
56 votes cast.
Nearly four out of every 10
New Hampshire voters do not
declare a party affiliation. and
they were a potent attraction to
insurgent candidates Bradley
and McCain in a state that has a

history of knocking front-runners offstride.
The Democrats were philosophical about their showdown.
In advance of the vote count,
Bradley said, "I feel like I'm
ready for the verdict." Said Gore:
"I have really done everything I
know to do to get my message
out."
Voter interviews showed that
the top quality sought by New
Hampshire voters was a candi date who "stands up for what he
believes in." Nearly as many voters were looking for a "strong
and decisive leader."

Continuedfrom Page2
themselves. If they state that
they are homosexual, they are
supposed to be removed from
the service.
In 1994, the first full year of
"don't ask. don't tell," discharges
totaled 617. They rose every
year since until 1999.
Michelle Benecke, executive
director of the Servicemembers
Legal Defense Fund , welcomed
Cohen's approval of the training
guidelines but said such guidance should have been made
available to field commanders

PRIMARY
Continuedfrom Page2
among independents in a state
that allows its non-partisan voters to cast ballots in either primary.
And he defeated Bush among
Republican voters, a constituency that Bush had expected to
dominate. McCain advantage
over Bush among GOP voters
bodes well for their next confrontation in South Carolina, a
state that tends to back establishment candidates like Bush.
The tangible primary yield
was 22 delegates to the
Democratic convention and 17
delegates to the GOP convention, a tiny fraction of the totals
needed to win the nominations.

distances in the winter.
Blizzard conditions has prevented rescuers from dropping
supplies such as food and blankets overnight. when temperatures dipped into the low teens.
The rescuers had to wait for the
wealher to clear to reach the
motorists.
Ten other motorists trapped
by another avalanche elsewhere
along the Seward Highway were
rescued late Monday by a construction crew that used a frontend loader to clear away snow.

Alternating freezes and thaws
in December created a base of
crusty, unstable snow. and a
series of storms deposited deep
snow over the past week. The
combination has created the
worst avalanche danger in 20
years.
Peterson. 70, and his wife,
Geneese, had braved blizzard
conditions Monday to make a
100-mile trip along the Seward
Highway to Anchorage, where
he was scheduled for leg
surgery.

2000-2001
Applications
are available
in TSC 326
And
are due
March 3, 2000
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Instant
replay a
bunch of
balogna
KADE'SKoRNER/ Kade Minchey

USU hockey gearing up for showdown

1

No. 1 A99ies hit the road
for intense two-game battle
with No. 2 Colorado
No. 2 going into the playoffs.
but if they win, they should
retain their top ranking . If USU
Utah State University hockis the No. 1 team going into
ey captain Ryan Keyes said this
the playoffs, it will play much
weekend is a big one for his
easier teams in the first few
team.
rounds, Keyes said .
·we really want to step up
The Aggies play three games
back-to-back on the road this
our game." Keyes said about
weekend. The first contest is
this weekend's match-up
against the University of
against the Rams.
Colorado Boulder
The trip will mark ju st the
on Thursday night
second time this season
followed by two
'If we don't Utah State has played
games against
three games in a row.
Colorado State
play defense, That will be good for
University on
thereis no
conditioning , Keyes
Friday and Saturday
said.
nights .
tellingwhat
USU head coach
USU goes into
Jerry Crossley said
will happen play ing a game each
the road swing with
day in Colorado is an
the No. 1 spot in
h h
the Western Region wit t e score. ideal situation because
of the American
Defensewins it is like a tournament
Collegiate Hockey
format.
Association. CSU is championships.' "It's exactly the kind
second .
of test we need." h e
said. "Each game will be
USU hockey general manager Len
a test in its elf."
Bauman said this
Keyes said he expe cts
weekend will deterclose duels in the
mine the national rankings
Friday and Saturday night
going into the ACHA playoffs.
games against Colorado . The
A coach's poll will be conductlast time the teams met on Jan .
22, USU skated to a 2-1 victor y
ed to determine the final
standings after this weekend 's
at the Ice Sheet in Ogden .
results , Keyes said.
Keyes said defense will be
If the Aggies lose to CSU
the key to victory against the
this weekend they will likely be Rams.
REUBEN WADSWORTH

I decided over the
Christmas
break
that
being a sports
writer has a
few benefits
the most
important of
these is I can justify sitting
around all day, every day, watching sports. It's my job.
Whenever my mom asked me
to help with the dishes or take out
the trash, I quickly respond by
saying, "not now, I'm working."
Now I know some of you may
think that is ridiculous, so in
order to justify (and yes I plan on
sending this article to my mom,
so she can appreciate my hard
work) let me give you a taste of
the fruit of my hard labor.
December 28th 1999 - 8:'3'0
p.m.: While some of you were
drinking egg nog, eating leftover
fudge, and planning your dates
for New Year's Eve, I was hard at
work in my parent's basement
watching the Pepperdine vs.
UCLA basketball game. Perhaps
some of you were also watching
the game. If so, you saw its exciting end. UCLA won 68-66 on a
controversial call .
The controversy came as
Perpperdine missed a 3-point
shot, then grabbed the rebound
and put in a layup as the buzzer
went off. The official ruled the
basketball went in after the
buzzer. However , the instant
replay proved otherwise .
UCLA head coach Steve Lavin
said after the game he was grateful there's no instant replay in
college basketball.
But just a month later, on Jan.
17, Villanova lost to Miami 6766 on a controversial 3-pointer at
the buzzer. The replays seem to
indicate Miami shot the ball after
the buzzer .
In light of the Miami-Villanova
game, the NCAA decided to
implement a new rule: Officials
can review and change their ruling on a basket made at the final
buzzer.
I agree with Lavin, but perhaps
for a different reason. An instant
replay in the UCLAgame would
have probably forced UCLA to
play in overtime and they might
have lost. Miami definitely would
have lost their game, and that,
my friends, would have been
deeply wrong.
Not because UCLAand Miami
deserved to win their games, but
because giving an official the
power to ultimately de<.:icl~the
outcome of a game defeats the
basic premise of what sports is all
about.
Yeah, I know the official still
has a lot of power making the
calls he does, but that is different.
The official is part of the game in
basketball. He sees the game the
same as everyone else does, and
he does the best he can under
those circumstances.
Giving him the power to
review and change his call would
be making basketball like figure
skating or gymnastics, where the
judge or official is separate from
the game and has all the power to
decide the outcome.
You see, in my mind there is
an inherent difference between
basketbal I, football, bowling,
etc., and dancing, ice-skating,
gymnastics and other such sports.
The difference is the first group
are sports and the second are
exercises or competition. If a
judge or official has to give a
score or tell a team or individual
they won, then they are not playing a sport. A sport is won or lost
outright.
So, all you "sports" fans be
wary of these new rules being
imposed by the NCAA and NFL.
And remember
the Dallas
Cowboys should be the winner of
the ESPN millennial team.

KadeMinchey's column appears

from time-to-timein the
Statesman . He was the winner of
the Statesman collegefootbafl

picks this season. E-mailhim at
sports@tatesman.usu.edu.

Sports Writer
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USU"sNate Anderson misses j11st left with a shot against Utah on Saturday night during the Aggies 9-1 victory.

"If we don 't play defense,
there is no telling what will
happen with the score .- he
said . "Defense wins championships. We'd like to keep that
motto in our heads . We only
need one goal to win if we play
good 'D.'"
Discipline is another thing
the team is trying to work on ,
Keyes said . USU retaliated too
much. going to the penalty box
20 times, in it's victory over the
University of Utah last
Saturday, he said . Keyes added
there wouldn't be as many
penaltie s this weekend because

CSU is a higher-class team
than Utah. Their long-term
goals are the same as the
Aggies - getting to nationals.
"Hopefully our players will
keep their heads in the game."
he said.
USU players were nervous
days before their last contest
with CSU. Keyes said he
expects more of the same this
time .
"I actually hope everybody's
nervous," Keyes said, explaining
nervousness might lead to better play.
Keyes said he thinks it will

USU finallyat home after-four~gametrip
AARON MORTON

Assistant Sports Editor

Prior to the four-game California and
Idaho road trip. head coach Stew Morrill
expressed some annoyance in the schedule.
After posting wins in all four contests,
only the second Utah State University team
since the 1962-63 season to do so. Morrill
said he enjoyed it - for eight to ten hours.
Why?
The reasons might be easy to see considering the Aggies opponents this weekend.
At 6-0 in the Big West Conference and
holding a two-game lead over their next
competitor in the Eastern Division, USU
(15-5 overall) will take on the only two
teams who have a good chance of catching
them: the University of North Texas (6-11)
and New Mexico State University (13-5).
"They immediately scared me." Morrill
said. "These are the two best teams we've
played so far."
Both are 4-2 in the Big West after the
Eagles (or the Mean Green, as they like to
call themselves) tripped up the NMSU
Aggies, who were picked by the media and
the coaches to win the Eastern Division, 7573 Wednesday .
UNT, which USU plays Thursday in the
Spectrum at 7 p.m .. boasts the No. 1 and
No. 5 scorers in the conference in Chris
Davis and Deginald Erskin - as well as an
athletic team, Morrill said.
"Talent-wise, they're very impressive." he
said. "These guys are more athletic than
Idaho."
Despite being a freshman, Davis was
named BWC player-of-the-week after scoring 19 against NMSU and 25 vs. California
State University at Fullerton.
"He doesn't look like a freshman." Morrill
said.
Not to be overshadowed is 6-foot-6
sophomore Erskin who has scored 15 or
more points in every game since Dec. 1.
Meanwhile , the Aggies currently have no
players in the top 15 in BWC scoring, getting their points from the five starters who
all average 8.9 points a game or better.
"I kind of always like (even offensive contributions)." Morrill said, "when we're winning games."
USU has been getting help from differUSUforwardShawn Daniels (5) is blockedby a Simon Fraiser defender in the Spectrum on Nov. 11
ent players on different nights. Junior colCalifornia Polytechnic State University, but
home." Morrill said "But we don't automatilege transfers Shawn Daniels and Bernard
managed only nine Sunday.
cally win at home ."
Rock have led the way. Daniels scored 14
History favors USU on Thursday over
Rebounding is a concern for Utah State
points or more in all four games of the
the Mean Green . While UNT won the last
going into this weekend , Morrill said.
road stretch, and Morrill said Rock has
game in the series , 94-90 in Denton , Texas
Usually one of USU's strengths , the Aggies
emerged as both a scorer and a team
last season, the Aggies lead 6-1 all-time,
only out-rebounded their opponents once
leader.
including a 102-76 drubbing in 1998. USU
in the four-game road swing. Morrill said he
Morrill said Troy Rolle and Tony Brown,
is 3-0 vs. the Mean Green in the Spectrum.
hoped fatigue was a reason for this.
last season·s starters. have been streaky of
In addition, North Texas is a poor road
Saturday night at 7:05 p.m., the Aggies
late. Rolle was worked completely out of the
team and is 0-7 this season when away
will take on New Mexico State's Aggies in
Boise State University game, scoring just
from Denton . USU has won 47 of its last 50 the Spectrum. If USU wins both games, the
two points, but rebounded against the
home games .
team will take a commanding three-game
University of Idaho to score 14 key points.
·we ·re obviously excited to be back
lead in the Eastern Division.
Brown scored a team-high 19 points at

be harder to play in a hostile
environment.
"Fan support is one of the
biggest uplifts going into a
game." he said . Tve never traveled anywhere where the fan
support is as good (as at USU)."
Keyes said USU's 19-0-1
record is amazing to him. considering how young the team
is. However, if the team could
somehow lose a game to the
Rams and still salvage its No. 1
ranking, Keyes said he would
do it to show his teams·
younger players they are not
invincible.
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Dennehy
meeting
with
Aggiefanstoday
UTAH STAT[ UNIVERSITY

Athletic Media Relations

Utah State University football
fans will have an opportunity to
meet new had football coach
Mick Dennehy and his staff
today.
Fans are invited to the
Coppermill Restaurant in Logan
at 7 p.m. to meet with the staff
and discuss the future of Utah
State football.
Cost of the event, which is
being hosted by the Big Blue
Club Board of Directors, is $6
per person . Reservations can be
made by calling Heidi in the athletic department at 797-1850.
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Malone,
Stockton
selectedas
All-Star
reserves
NEW YORK (AP) - Seven
first-time All-Stars are among
the 14 reserves selected today
for the NBA All-Star Game.
Head coaches chose seven
players for each team, including
All-Star perennials Karl Malone
and John Stockton of Utah and
David Robinson of San Antonio.
Those three were joined on
the West squad by Sacramento 's
Chris Webber, Portland's
Rasheed Wallace, Seattle's Gary
Payton and Dallas· Michael
Finley.
The East reserves are
Milwaukee's Ray Allen and
Glenn Robinson, Indiana's Dale
Davis and Reggie Miller, New
York's Allan Houston, Detroit's
Jerry Stackhouse and Atlanta's
Dikembe Mutombo .
Davis, Glenn Robinson. Allen,
Stackhouse, Houston, Wallace
and Finley are all first-time
choices .
The NBA All-Star Game will
be played Feb. 13 at Oakland,
Calif
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USU ·hockey:The good, the bad and the ugly?
Aggie's play
lacks
something
desireable

Aggies aren't an
NHL team so let's
cut them some slack

role in taking the lead.
The Aggies entered the locker
room tied · with the Utes at the
INMYWORID
It's not end of the first quarter and knew
something had to change . They
/HeatherFredrickson
about blood,
broken bones adapted their game and coasted
Blood-gushing, boneto an easy victory as a result.
'or fractured
crunching,
stick-breaking
So what was so different? It
skulls.
action. That's what it's all
It's about was the penalties. Ugly as it
about. That's the "coolest"
might have been, it worked.
strategy.
game on earth. That's hockBy playing a more physical
§
L_____ili.==lhopeyou
ey.
.@
took time to and brutal game, USU lured the
.!:
Oh, 'scuse me. I mean,
Utah into various confronta"' read Heather's remarks disthat's Utah State University,
~ played just to the left of this col- tions. These confrontations
roller derby style hockey.
umn. She made a few good resulted ·in power plays galore
But that's what the fans want to see, right?
for both teams. Power plays
points, but failed to properly
Blood bouncing on the ice, gloves flying, jerseys
open the ice, and a quick team
~ emphasize
the role fighting
being yanked over the pl:ayers' heads, helmets
with good puck control can take
6 plays in hockey.
ripping off faster than a Pavel Bure breakaway ...
advantage of the open space.
And that's. disappointing,
DoAggiefansreally understandhockey?TheirbehaviorSaturday night in Ogden might suggest they don't.
that's what it's all about.
The Utah State players aren't
especially coming from somehim? That's just unsportsmanlike. Give me a one who knows as much as professionals, but they are better
Or maybe, just mayt;,e, there's actually some are more t~an satisfied by a penalty-ridden
break. If you're that wound up about it, go Heather does about hockey.
'
skill involved. At least there's supposed to be. game.
puck handlers than most of the
OK, so hockey is a sport that naturally lends punch a pillow or something.
Isn't there? Wayne Grettky can't be the "Great
She's from Canada, where hock- other teams in the league, and
And don't think I abhor such violence and ey _isalmost as holy as baseball they're quicker than most too.
One" because of his penalty total, can he? No, I itself to brawls. I won't dispute that. After al I, this
don't think so. What about Mark Messier? He's is a sport born and bred in a country known for conduct simply because I'm a girl. I was raised is in the States.
Utah was no exception.
a downright goon. Oh wait ... I was thinking of it's beer. Once you get a bunch of male friends on hockey and lacrosse, a sport more violent
The Aggies claimed the lead
Do the fans here misunderdrunk on a Saturday night, there's no stopping than hockey when played in the box. They have stand the game? Probably.
Gino Odjick. Nevermind.
early in the second period on Plenty of excel lent players beat the snot out of the bloodshed. Might as well throw them on half the padding and twice the stick to wield. I'm
a four minute
Do they tend to get an evil what else no stranger to hard hits, fights, broken bones and satisfaction out of the violence
other players and commit penalties, but theirs some ice, give 'em sticks and call it a sport.
power play, during which they
What I will argue with is the attitude that not bloodshed as part of a game. But sometimes the as a result? Probably.
are rare instances and tlie combined total doesdominated the ice. With nearly
only the players seem to have, but also that of fans just get out of control and there's no ref to
n't usually rack itself up.to the double digits.
Does that make fighting an 15 minutes left in the quarter,
Fights in the National Hockey League are the fans. Sure, it may get that guy with the large, rein them in.
the ice in USU's zone was virtuevil part of the game? No.
I was particularly disheartened by Saturday
common , but in each game they are generally orange construction zone cone some laughs
Let's face it, fighting is an ally unscathed. The only skate
few - maybe two or thiee in one game. Goons when he calls the other team's goalie gay, but night's game when fans started throwing things important aspect to the game. marks were from USU players
does he really think that goalie gives a rat's ass on the ice. The Aggies were bound to serve a Take away the brutality of the who skated down to retrieve the
go at it for a few minutes, take each other down
bench penalty or two for that, and for what? I sport and you might as well take puck on icing violations.
to the ice, pummel each other's noses and get what he said? Th.ink again.
It has become blatantly obvious to me the found out later that fans were throwing pennies. away the players skates, sticks
hauled off for a two minute penalty for roughing.
The trend of power play goals
fans here have been introduced to hockey for What the ... ???The logic behind this again was and cups. The game just wouldBig whoop.
continued for the next 35 minThose guys are only on the ice for one reason. maybe the first time in their lives and they bring ... what?
utes as USU strolled to an eightn't be the same.
I can understand the chucking of the octopus
Tie Domi isn't there to score, defend or skate; the idea with them that the players are just supHeather complained of the point victory.
on the ice at a Detroit Red Wings home game. numerous penalties dished out
posed to beat the crap out of each other.
he's there to pick a fight.
Why did it work? Because
Um, no. Fans aren't supposed to cheer a There's some tradition behind that at least. on Saturday night's slug-fest fighting draws penalties, opens
So, it would appear then that those names
hockey fans know and .love are the ones con- penalty against their team either. It's not a good What's the tradition behind pennies and Utah with the University of Utah.
up the ice and allows skaters
nected with scoring, leadership, speed, and skill. thing. A penalty is not like a goal, it's like being State? Does that symbolize our humble begin- True, there were a lot, and USU like Nate Anderson and Ian
Why, then, do the USU •hockey players seem so sent to.sit in the corner while everyone else in nings, our cash-strapped faculty, our poorly players seemed to be at the Tracy to emerge and score with
the class laughs at you for doing something stu- funded club sports, our dumb ass fans? If the fans heart of it all. However, the more frequency.
blood thirsty?
r
were true to their Aggies, they wouldn't try to Aggies also won the ga,me 9-1,
It brings the fans who don't truly understand pid.
Sur~, USU .isn't thf ._mpst talAnd what's with taunting the poor guy in the hold up the game and give the other team an and if you're winning ;by that · el)led in th~, wqrlq1-,9µ,t po one
hockey and the finer points therein. The fans
who want to relieve their own aggression and penalty box? He's already had his hand slapped opportunity to capitalize on penalty.
much, yoJ must be doing some- expects them to be either. They
frustration by Iiving vicariously through the by the referee, does he really need it again by the
thing right. The penalties hapPage10
Page10
pounding on the ice. It alleviates their tension fans leaning over the rails to throw things at ,lumpto fANs.
pened to play a very strategic Jumpto [JcITTS.
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on his head.
The most intimidating thing that
can happen in a game such as
hockey is a good, solid, fair smack
in the boards from one player to
another . Slashing, high sticking,
tripping, hooking, checking from
behind and late checking is all so
cowardly. Take the man to the
boards, smash his face against the
glass, leave him stammering for his
name and skate away to help the
team score while the other guy
tries to gather his insides so he can
get up and crawl to the bench.
I've seen this method work. It
happens in hockey all the time,
and it also works well in lacrosse
the other official sport of
Canada.
One legal hit can break a guy's
arm. I've seen it. It's gross. And it's
intimidating. Why can't USU's
players do that?
Side note - In Jan. 31 's edition
of "Sports Illustrated" there's a section devoted to stupid things people are doing in sports. One of
them involves the East Coast
Hockey League. The New Orleans
Brass brawls are being sponsored,
yep, paid for, by a local Ford dealership. Now, everytime there's a
fight, it's called a Regency
Rumble.
Does that scare anyone else?

FANS
Continuedfrom Page9
Not that the Aggies are ever
short of penalties of course. In
Saturday's game, USU served 20
penalties to Utah's 14, and in a
Weber State game back in
September, the combined number
of penalties soared to 23. So, we're
doing better, right?
In an NHL game, 10 penalties is
generally considered excessive.
Why does USU insist on playing
its goonish brand of roller-derbyon-ice? Could it be ... (gasp) the
Aggies, for the most part, have
almost no idea how the game is
really played? There are exceptions. Nate Anderson seems to be
a fairly decent player. So does Eric
Moldenhauer, but he spends his
time in the net. So they have one
non-goon player . Wow.
I suppose the number of penalties can be linked to the intimidation factor. Scare the hell out of the
other team, and they'll be so busy
trying to clean their shorts they
won't even notice the goals slipping through. Yeah, that's it.
The only problem with that, of
course, is that when a penalty is
called on a player, he hurts his
own team by taking them down a
man for at least two minutes, if not
longer, and giving the other team
an opportunity to laugh at him sitting in the box with a 'Dunce' cap

Applied for
Graduation yet? All
paperwork must be
to the Cashiers
Office by
February 15. 2000.
For more info, go to
edu/registra/admrec/gradsteps.html

FIGHTS
Continuedfrom Page9
find ways to win, and that's the
most important part. Fighting just
happens to be what works most
often for the Aggies. Considering
they're sporting a 19-0-1 record,
it's kind of hard to fault their
methods.
As for the fans, I have but one
thing to say: Be fans, not New
Yorkers. Give the players hell; it's
your job . Get under their skin
and annoy them to no end.
That's what being a fan is all
about.
However, leave the batteries,
pennies and all the other garbage
at home. Inflicting pain is not
your job as a fan, and once you
start down that road, you're
nothing but a Damn Yankee .
No, this isn't NHL hockey. It's
not even Utah Grizzlies hockey.
The talent isn't as rich, but it is
entertaining.
Right now the
Aggies are on the verge of something very special - a league
championship - and everyone
can appreciate that, whether they
understand the game or not.
Good luck in Colorado boys .
Make us proud.

Braves'
Rocker
suspended

ATLANTA (AP)- The Atlanta
Braves say the John Rocker case
is closed. The players· association
wants to open it back up .
The union filed a grievance
Tuesday to overturn Rocker's
suspension, and the Braves
returned to Turner Field to begin
winter workouts.
Commissioner Bud Selig
banned the reliever from joining
the team until May 1 because of
disparaging comments against
homosexuals, minorities and foreigners.
'Tm glad there's finally a decision," Braves manager Bobby Cox
said. "Maybe we can get this
behind us one of these days."
But the players' union asked
arbitrator Shyam Das to "rescind
the discipline," fully aware that
many suspensions by baseball
i
commissioners have been overturned or shortened .
Casey Hobson,a junior from
"The discipline is without just
HeatherFredricksonis the copyediBoise,Idaho,is the sports Editor cause," the union said in a letter
for the Statesman. E-mail him at sent to Selig's office. It was
torfor the Statesman. She is from
hobsonhut@hotmail.com
Canadaand knaws abouthockey.
unclear when a hearing will be
held .
Richard Moss. the association's
former top lawyer. said he was
surprised Selig ruled Monday
without a consensus on the punPROVO, Utah (AP) - Longtime BYU offensive
offensive output in BYU's 22 bowl appearances.
ishment. which also included a
In 1998, the Cougars lost their last three.
coordinator Norm Chow has taken the same job
$20,000 fine and sensitivity
at North Carolina State.
including a 41-27 defeat to Tulane in the Liberty
training.
North Carolina State coach Chuck Amato,
Bowl. In 1997. BYU lost three of the last four and
"For the commissioner's office
hired last month , extended the offer last week.
missed the bowl season .
to
just
do something without
Chow submitted his resignation Monday to BYU
'"He became unfairly criticized for a lot of
consulting the players' associacoach LaVeil Edwards.
things that may or may not have been his doing ,"
tion, without consulting Rocker
"Chuck 's a defensive guy," Chow said.
Edwards said. "It's amazing how these
and without reaching agreement
"He'll let me do whatever I want with the
things happen. You just get to a point
on what was acceptable to everyoffense."
'He became where you say to yourself, 'Is all of this
body was kind of stupid ," Moss
Chow, 53. signed a three-year contract.
worth it?"'
said in a telephone interview
unfairly
The salary wasn·t disclosed.
One year earlier, Chow was hailed as
from New York.
Chow spent 22 seasons in Provo. the
criticizedfor a a hero when BYU went 14-1 and fin"What Rocker did was very
last 15 as offensive coordinator. Amato
ished with a No. 5 national ranking
wrong. The question is: What's
lot
of
things
and Chow are friends from Amato's days
after beating Kansas State in the Cotton
the appropriate way of dealing
as an Arizona assistant in the early
Bowl.
that
may
or
with
it? It should have been
Chow called the offense when the
1980s.
worked out with all the parties
"When you think about BYU, you
may not have Cougars went 13-0 and won the 1984
rather than a confrontational
think of offensive firepower and Norm is
national title . He coached Davey
way.
It's very stupid for the com- 1
beenhis
a big factor in that reputation," Amato
O'Brien award winners in quarterbacks
missioner's office to do it this
said. "It was a great steal for us to get a
Jim McMahon , Steve Young and 1990
doing.'
way. I think there's a very good
man of his reputation."
Heisman Trophy winner Ty Detmer.
chance it will get reduced, and
However , BYU fans probably didn't feel
BYU traditionally has had one the
they will look bad in the
EowAR.DS
• most stable staffs in the nation and
they had been robbed. Chow was increas- • l.AVEIJ.
process
ingly criticized for personnel decisions
BYUC<l\Ot
Chow:s departure leaves a significant
In the meantime, several
and play-calling when the Cougars stumhole.
teammates and coaches were
"I've got to think through what direcbled at the close of the last three seareluctant to discuss Rocker's sussons.
tion we want to head and what I want to do,"
pension, though general managEdwards said . "We have some strong people on
BYU lost 21-3 to Marshall in the Motor City
er John Schuerholz denied a gag
the staff. It may well be we have people here who
Bowl, ending the 1999 season 8-4 after an 8-1
order had been imposed by manstart. The three points represented the lowest
are ready for it."
agement.
"The players can say whatever 1
they want." Schuerholz said.
"We're just through talking about
it as a team. It's over. That's an
fixing three Big Ten basketball
long-running argument that
WASHINGTON (AP)- The
old issue. We are not going to let 1
point-shaving scheme that landgames in 1995, lent his story and
newspapers should stop publishit be a distraction for our team."
ed Kevin Pendergast in a federal
his support to a bill introduced
ing point spreads for college
Cox, returning from a hunting '
prison began with illegal bribes
Tuesday that would ban betting
games. The NCAA believes the
trip, said he would have preto Northwestern basketball playon college sports.
spreads encourage betting.
ferred a quicker decision from
Nevada lawmakers and other
ers. It ended with his cohort
He bolstered a fundamental
the commissioner's office.
argument of the measure's spongambling supporters criticized
doing something legal - walking
"It's been a circus around here
into a Las Vegas casino and placsors :-- that legal sports gambling
the proposed ban as misguided.
for well over a month,"' Cox said. "
in Nevada promotes and legitRep. Shelley Berkley. D-Nev ..
ing bets on the fixed games.
"It's really been the John Rocker
"Without Nevada, without the
imizes widespread illegal sports
called it "a red herring, an exershow when it should have been
cise in finger-pointing" that
option of betting money in
betting on college campuses .
about the Braves."
Nevada, the Northwestern bas"Sports gambling has become
blames Nevada for the nationEven though Rocker's SI tirade '
ketball point-shaving scandal
a black eye on too many of our
wide problem of illegal sports
also included controversial com- 1
would not have occurred,"
colleges and universities," said
gambling.
ments about his manager, Cox
Sen. Sam Brownback, R-Kan.,
Pendergast said.
Frank Fahrenkopf Jr., who lobsaid he's talked with Rocker and
Pendergast, 28, who spent two
who is sponsoring the legislation
bies for casinos as president of
is willing to forgive.
with Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt.
months in prison for his role in
the American Gaming
"I think he deserves a chance
Association, said the bill
Nevada is the only state that
to present his case to the team
"amounts to an ineffective Bandallows widespread sports betting.
and the fans," he said. "He's sufAid on a campus cancer."
The state's gambling industry
fered an awful lot already .. .. I
took in $2.3 billion in sports
Rep. Jim Gibbons, R-Nev.. and
know he would like to see this
Sen. Harry Reid, D-Nev., said
. wagers in fiscal 1999, with 30
die down . Most people have
they will introduce competing
percent to 40 percent bet on colalready forgiven him and would '-';1
legislation asking the Justice
lege sports.
like to get him back on the right
Department to study illegal gamLeaders of the U.S. Olympic
track."
'>
bling on campuses .
Committee, the NCAA and the
Rookie outfielder George
Even a frequent critic of the
National Federation of State
Lombard, who is black, considers
gambling industry said the bill
High School Associations were
himself a close friend of Rocker's
misses the point.
among those joining Brownback
family and even spent the night
"It's going to help, but it's not
and Leahy during a news conferat their home during a trip to
11
going to solve the real problem,"
ence touting the bill .
Macon.
>1•
said Arnie Wexler, former execuCharles Wethington. president
'"Of course, it's disturbing, '"
tive director of New Jersey's
of the University of Kentucky
Lombard said of the SI article .
and chairman of the NCM exec- Council on Compulsive
"He's touched a lot of people. It's
Gambling. "The real problem is
utive committee, said a ban
going to take time to mend those
for Women
what's going on on the campus."
would strengthen the NCAA's
hearts ...

BYU
offensive
coordinator
goesto NCState
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Being John
Malkovich

(R)

VOTED #1 BY NATIONAL SOCIETY
OF FILM CRITICS
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Sponsored by Logan Parks and Recreation Department • 195 South 100 West, Logan • (435) 750-9877
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Friday 7:00 & 9:15 pm
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Al DS study says oral sex is more
dangerous than previously thought
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) had recently caught HIV. When
•Ora l sex, long regarded by
all other possible means of
many gay men as a low-risk
infection were ruled out, oral
practice, appears to be a sursex turned out to be the only
prisingly frequent way of
risk behavior in eight of these
spreading AIDS.
men. Most of them said they
A study released Tuesday
thought oral sex had little or no
found that oral sex was probarisk.
bly the cause of 8 percent of
Because of the strict criteria
recent HIV infecused, the real numtions among a group
ber of cases resultof homosexual men
'A lot -ofus in the ing from oral sex
examined in San
may actually have
public health field been higher. For
Francisco.
In the past, there
have been saying instance. two men
have been occasionsaid they had oral
all along to be sex but not anal
al reports of people
apparently catching
sex. But they also
careful of
HIV orally. But
said they had
health investigators
blacked out once
unprotected
have had difficulty
and could not be
fellatio. People sure what had hapbeing certain, since
gay men who have
so they were
think the risk is pened.
oral sex also may
excluded from the
engage in other,
low, but what's total.
riskier sex practices,
All of the men
low?'
such as anal interapparently caught
course.
the virus by giving
Now diagnostic
• DR.ANn-lONY
FALCI• oral sex, rather
Jests allow doctors
NATIONAL
INSTTTIJTE.
OF
than receiving it.
to narrow down the
ALLERGY
AND INf'f.CTIOLIS and none used contiming of HIV infecdoms.
DISEASES
tions. They were
"We know that
used in the latest
the only safe sex is
study, described as the most
total abstinence or sex with a
definitive on the subject to
mutually monogamous, nondate.
HIV-infected partner," Gayle
The work was conducted by
said. "Everything else has some
the Centers for Disease Control
degree of risk. The sense that
and Prevention and the
oral sex is safe sex may have
University of California at San
been an unfortunate message."
Francisco, and was presented in
Gayle said she assumes that
San Francisco at a scientific
the risk of oral sex when propconference.
erly using a condom is close to
"While oral sex may still be
zero.
safer than anal intercourse or
She also said that if oral sex
vaginal intercourse, it is not
alone has played a large role in
without risk and perhaps has
the spread of AIDS, that would
higher risk than we would have
already have become obvious
expected otherwise," said Dr.
during the 20 years of the epiHelene Gayle, the CDC's AIDS
demic.
chief.
Dr. Anthony Fauci, head of
The researchers sought to
the National institute of Allergy
learn the means of infection in
and Infectious Diseases, noted
102 gay and bisexual men who
that some gay men turned to
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Computer analysis dates virus
in AIDS epidemic to 1930,
SAN FRANCISCO(AP)- The
gins of HI'/,"she said. Her findworldwide AIDS epidemic ms
ingswere released at a scientific
been traced back to a single viral conference this week in San
ancestor - the HIVEve - that
Francisco,
emerged perhaps around 1930.
Experts believe that HIV's
Earlier research had suggested ancestor is a virus that ordinarily
that the epidemic began in the
infects chimpanzees. Somehow it
first half of the 20th century, but
spread to people - perhaps
the latest analysis, done at the
. through a bite or hunting
Los Alamos National Lab in New mishap - in west equatorial
Mexico, appears to be the most
Africa.
definitive so far.
Justwhen this happened.
Bette Korber, who keeps a
though. is still a mystery, Korber
database of HIV genetic inforsaid.The leap from chimp to
mation at the Jab, calculated
man could have been around
HIV's family tree by looking at
1930.
the rate the virus mutates over
Or it may have occurred
time.
much earlier and the virus
She assumed these genetic
stayed within a small group of
changes happen at a constant
humans.
rate, and using a supercomputer
The work challengesa the9ry
she docked the mutations back
that AIDSactually began in the
through time to a common
1950s,.when HIVwas accidentalancestor.
ly mixed with the poliovaccine.
Korber estimates that the cur- In last year's book "The River;·
rent epidemic goes back to one
Edward Hooper theorizes that ·
or a small group of infected
HIV contaminated batches of
humans around 1930, though
the vaccine that were grownin
this ancestor virus could have
chimp tissue..Thisthen spread
emerged as early as 1910 or as
when the vaccine was tested in
late as 1950.
the Belgian Congo.
From this single source, she
Korber said this is highly
suggests, came the virus that
unlikely. since it would require
now infects roughly 40 million
the introduction of at least 10
people allover the world.
genetiqilly separate strains of the
"This offers a small piece in a
virus into the vaccine from diflarger puz.zle concerning the oriferent chimps.
frequen t unprotected oral sex
after giving up anal intercourse.
"A J'ot of us in the public
health field have been saying
all along to be careful of unprotected fellatio," he said. "People
think the risk is low, but what's
low?"
Dr. Frederick M. Hecht of
San Francisco General Hospital,
a co-author of the study, said
anal intercourse may be 100
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times riskier than oral sex.
"The message is not that everyone will get infected through
oral sex," he said.
Because of declines in unprotected anal intercourse, there
has been a big reduction in
high-risk exposure, Hecht said,
but there is still plenty of lowrisk exposure through oral sex
without condoms, "and that low
risk adds up."

Chechen
fightersabandonGrozny
and escapeblockades
ALKHAN-YURT,Russia (AP)- Several hundred Chechen fighters have abandoned positions in their embattled capital of Grozny and
escaped despite a Russian blockade. Two ,
senior rebel commanders along with scores of
their fighters stumbled into a minefield and
were killed.
About 2,000 Chechen fighters broke out
and tried Tuesday to head south to join up
with fellow rebels, battling federal forces
attempting to prevent their escape with tanks
and artillery. Russian reports estimated there
were about 3,000 rebel fighters in Grozny last
week.
Other rebels stayed in the battered
Chechen capital to keep up the fierce resis-

tance they have mounted to months of air
and artillery attacks and a five-week Russian
push to take the city center.
~ There was:ncJ sign -that any,' of the-estimated 15,000-40.000 civilians trapped in Grozny
had left with the rebels.
At least two prominent rebel commanders
remained in Grozny with their forces, rebels
said It was unclear how many rebels
remained under their command .
A large group of rebels got caught in a
minefield on the outskirts of Grozny on
Monday, and several prominent Chechen
commanders were killed or badly wounded,
witnesses said. Russian artillery then opened
fire on the field. killing and wounding scores

Looking for a rewarding career?
How about Rehabilitation Counseling?

more fighters, they said.
Notorious Chechen field commander
Shami! Basayev reportedly had his leg torn off
when his canvas·)jlown up'by a mine as ne
escaped Grozny; he was spirited away. rebels
said, and his whereabouts was unknown.
Among the Chechen commanders reportedly killed were Aslanbek Ismailov, who had
headed Grozny's defenses, Khunkar-Pasha
Israpilov, and Grozny Mayor Lecha Dudayev.
Russian commanders denied that the
rebels escaped; a main goal of the Russian
offensive had been to wipe out the fighters in
Grozny. The rebels who left Grozny are
expected to join thousands of comrades in the
south to go on fighting.

Earn a Master's of Rehabilitation Counseling
through a nationally ranked, accredited program,
and serve the needs of persons with disab ilities.

Clinton
to ·ask $1.2billionfor Native
Americans
WASHINGTON (AP) President Clinton will ask
Congress for $1.2 billion in new
spending on American Indian
programs, including hundreds
of millions more to build
schools, hire police and improve
health care, a White House aide
told tribal leaders.
Clinton announced the
Indian spending initiative in his
State of the Union address last
week but gave no specifics. That
plan, to be included next week
in Clinton's proposed 2001 budget, includes new or expanded
Indian programs in nearly every
federal agency, said Lynn Cutler,
Clinton's top adviser on Indian
issues.
"It's important that we get
every agency of the federal government thinking about Indians
and employing Indian people,"
Cutler said Tuesday . "That's the
only way we can have a true
government-to-government
relationship (with tribes) ."
The proposed $1.2 billion
increase would bring the total
to more than $5.5 billion spread
over a number of different programs.
Details of the proposal

Getting Married?
We customize
your wedding
decorati?,µ
dreams

to

call about our student disoount

713-0353
760-1903

include $300 million to build at
least six new reservation
schools, $650 million for housing programs, a $117 million
increase for road repairs, about
$300 million more for the
Indian Health Service and $103
million added to tribal law
enforcement, Cutler said.
She outlined the plan
Monday to tribal leaders at a
meeting of the United South
and Eastern Tribes, which represents 23 tribes from Maine to
Texas.
But the head of the Interior
Department's Bureau of Indian
Affairs, the main agency fund ing tribal governments, was not
as enthusiastic.
"In all. I don't think it's anything to have a party over.
because the needs in Indian
Country are so great," said
Kevin Gover, a Pawnee whom
Clinton picked to head the BIA
in 1997.
Cutler acknowledged that
Clinton's proposal fell short of
meeting the needs of American
Indians, who face far higher
rates of poverty, unemployment
and other social problems than
the country as a whole. She said

the $1.2 billion plan is the
largest increase in Indian funding ever proposed, and anything
more would face stiff opposition
in the Republican-controlled
Congress.
"The president wanted to do
a whole range of initiatives in

this last budget. and this is what
we had the money to do," she
said.
For example, the extra
money for reservation roads will
put only a tiny dent in the estimated $4 billion backlog of
repairs.

Academic;Ex,ellem;e

Rehabilitation Counselor Education
Scholarships available.
For more information, call 435-797-0449 or visit
the RCE web site at http: //www.rce .usu.edu
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SCOTTSTEWART

Jeff Parker knows the meaning of hard
work. What started out as six cars,
$2,000 and a hay field, has now become
one of the largest used car dealerships in
northern Utah Jeff Parker car & lruck
country is unlike any other dealership
youive visited 1he western motif and
many different animals from goats &
emus to ducks & pond fish 1here is also
a playground for kids to play on. Here at
Jeff Parker car & Truck we believe that
your friendship is more important than
your business. So just come see us and
let us make a friend out of you, besides
isn't it time to buy a car from a friend
instead of just a salesman.

1825S.Hwy.89·91• 752-0500
• FAX752-0700
191

FordRangerXL

Extra cab , pwr windows , locks. tilt,
cruise, CD, 4.0 /tr. engine
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•If we don't believe in freedom of
expression for people we despise,we
don't believe in it at all."
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TheBig
Game

L-AUN€,e5HrO ~
P~oM THeM

The Super
Bowl is quite an
event according
to an onlinepoll
of more than
370,000fans
conductedby
Miller Lite at
www.superbowl.com

TH~FACTTHAT

SUGHTlY OFF CENTER/

they'd change
their wedding
date if it fell on
Super Bowl
Sunday.

• 40 percent
agreed-a
Super Bowl
party just isn't
a party without
beer.
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Life is too short not to eat dessert
GMNTSINClAIR / TMS Campus News Service

0 n c e
upon a time, I
was having a
conversation
with a friend
who was tellin g
me, 11Someday,
Lettersrepresenting
I will (fill in life
groups- or morethan
goal here)." At
one individual- must
this point, I replied, "Today is somehavea singularrepreday too." I feel that one statement is
sentativeclearlystated,
the key to turning your life into one
with all necessaryID
that other people dream of.
and information
.
There is one constant in this life.
You will die. It's what you do before
Writersmust wait 21
you die that matters. Besides, ff you
days beforesubmitting
fol low my advice, you wi 11 have
successiveletters- no
plenty to talk about at your New
exceptions.
Year's Eve party. Here are my ten
ideas towards getting the most out of
Letterscan behand
life.
deliveredor mailedto
1) Go somewhere on foot. It does
TheStatesmanin the
not matter if it is on trail or road. But
TSC 319, or can be
getting from place to place with just
e-mailedat
your feet and what you can carry on
edito,@
your back is what makes it epic.
sflllesmlln.USUJ.tlu Some suggestions for interesting
walks off the beaten path: From
Florida City to Key West on U.S. 1.
Where
else can you hike through a
STAFF
chain of islands?
Writersmust sign all
letters, with phone
number(or e-mail
address)and student
numberclearlystated.

Now , I realize tbat book demands
are affected by the publisher and the
circulation of used books, but let's
stop think ing of the same old solutions
to the same old problems. Publisher stops publishing,
faculty buys new books . Wow , that's some problem
solving at it 's very worst.
Is there a way of standardizing the course material
so that you can use the old edition as well as the
newer one? Why can't the University publish its own
text and recirculate it as demand warrants?
I may be ill informed about the subject , but I know
that when my professor says, "It ' s the same textbook,
but the problem sets have been changed by the publisher so that we are forced to buy new ones."
It's no wonder that we need to pay more tuition. In
the competitive world that we live in, we can't simply
"go with the flow " of the economic waste waters ,
unless we want to end up in the sewers. We need to
be riding the crest on the wave of ingenuity.
So, maybe the laws that govern the universe
haven' t changed, but it's high time the ones that govern the purchasin g of new textbooks do .

University should EDITOR
govern purchasing
of new t~xtbooks

Once or twice every millennia, a new concept or
philosophy will completely shift our view on the laws
that govern the physical universe. Apparently this has
happened recently within the College of Engineering .
The principles of Engineering Mechanics has radi cal•UNITEDPRfSS ly altered ... at least, the textbooks have.
There must be a new constant of gravity, or maybe
INTERNATIONAL.
•
the quadratic formula has been changed. I can 't think
of another reason why the faculty would need to purchase the newest editions of textbooks that contain
age old principles that haven't changed.
Last time I checked, apples are still falling to the
LETTERS
ground, planets still revolve around objects of greater
mass. Let' s be sensible about this. Making students
Length shouldbe
purchase new books that haven't changed , oth er th an
limited to 350 words.
a flashy new cover, is unethical. The faculty should
All lettersmay beshortbe doing everything in their power to alleviate the
ened,editedor rejected
/pr rea=s of good.Jaste, financial demands on the students, not magnify tht~ ·
redundancyor volume
of similarletters.

The couple of the
century - · Ling-Ling

and Hsing-H~ing

• 74 percentsaid

• 38 percent
would like to see
the game named
after themselves.

.,

NOAMCHOMSKY,AUTHOR,
1992:

EDITORIN CHIEF

Or try from the northeast gate of
Yellowstone National Park to Red
Lodge, Mont. This is the infamous
Beartooth Scenic Byway. It ascends
to 10,940 ft at Beartooth Passand has
snow on the ground year round.
According to Charles Kuralt, this is
the " most Scenic highway in
America."
2) Become an expert on the county you live in. Learn the history of the
land, both human nd natural. Be
familiar with the ins and outs of all
the flora and fauna. Learn all of the
roads, marked and unmarked. Know
your home so well , that the other
locals look to you for answers.
3) See the green fl ash and the
aurora borealis. Islands in the
Caribbean Sea are known for the
green flash, a unique atmospheric
event. Just as the sun touches the
horizon, the sky seemsto flash green.
In the northern latitudes, the aurora borealis, waves of color caused by
electromagnetic radiation in the
earth's atmosphere, permeates the
sky.
4) Spend at least a day in every
state in the U.S. One cannot fully
appreciate a nation like the US with -

out seeing all of it. That is not to say
the one day will do any of those
states justice, but you wi 11know your
country better than you did.
5) Get a passport. Fill it up with
stamps from countries around the
world. Have to have it replaced
before it expires. Then do it again.
6) See, in its natural environment,
the following: a grizzly bear, a wildebeest, a panda bear, a kangaroo, any
kind of shark, a predatory cat in New
World (i.e. a jaguar, mountain lion,
ocelot, bobcat or lynx) and an albatross.
7) Learn how to properly use a
sextant and a compass to guide you
on sea or land.
8) Learn a foreign language. Better
yet, learn it by being in an area that
does not speak English at all.
9) See the major cities of the
world 's empires. Places like Rome,
Athens, Cairo, Beijing , Tokyo,
Chichen ltza, Machu Picchu, and
Istanbul should top your list.
10) Learn how to take really good
pictures before you attempt the
above. Take lots pictures on your

]ump to DESSERT,
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DennisHinkamp

The best
Okay, I'm stalling . I'm not goin
100 songs of to avoid the issue. My pick for th
the millenium?
Love Affair of the Century is Ling
The best Super Ling and Hsing-Hsing. The dearf•
Bowl?
How
departed
Giant
Pandas wh
many lists can resided in the Washington DC zo
you
stand? are both a metaphor for and a sym
How can you bol of our way of life. They wer
write a column
cute, lazy, lived in the nation '
in the year 2000 without a list? I capital and we had a prurien
have not felt this much pressure interest in their sex lives.
since I was abducted by aliens and
The pair was brought to the U.S
felt like my behavior and perforby Richard Nixon in 1972 and th
mance would have to be represen- nat ion quickly fell in love w itn
tative of the whole
_
them
while
they
human race.
quickly fell out of
There is just so
The dearly departed love with tricky
much profundity , so
Giant Pandas who Dick .
many best and worst
Hsi n g- Hsing ' ~
lists, so many man,
resided in the
vir ility was often the
woman, song, game,
Washington Zoo are punch line of jokes.
sport
hero
and
He
suffered
th
Pokemon character
both a metaphorfor humiliat ion of hav
of the century you
d
bl
ing a London pand
can stand. Strangely,
an a sym O O our brought in for stu
the winners of all
way of life.
service.
Much
t
these lists just hapLing-Ling's
credi
pen to be within the
she rebuffed
th
time frame of television. I'm sure Royal family gigolo . Few human
there were some pretty great ath- women could be so strong.
t
letes in the wee years of the centuSomewhat inept, but steadfast, i{
ry, but there was no ESPN 1 or 2 was Hsing-Hsing's blood transfu 1
then .
sion to Ling-Ling in 1983 tha\
Likewise , all the other greatest saved his mate's life. Few human
hits of the century are pretty
men could be so altruistic.
recent . Sure the Internet is pretty
The lethargic libido it wasn't his
great, but none of it would have fault anyway. Pandas are just far
been possible if it were not for the less preoccup ied with sex than the
guy who invented the first piece of average American . The two did,
wire. Castro is generally thought of however, have five babies, none of,
as a bad guy, but I think historians
which survived.
,
will agree with me that without
Hsing-Hsing lost his mate in1
Castro driving the mob out of 1992 and remained a bachelor till ,
Cuba, Las Vegas never would have he was euthanized because of kidbecome the shining jewel of capiney disease Nov. 29. He didn ' t
talism that it is today.
quite make it to the Millenium bu~
Maybe the greatest singer of the he survived Washington longer
millenium lived alone on a moun- than Nixon, Carter, Regan or Bush1
tain and we didn 't know it. Maybe and left with more dignity than
th~ worlp rec;:;9rdfor ,the 200-meter
Clinton.
1
qash was, reafly some guy who was
As. we leave the century, may>
running away from a Polar Bear, we all be as loveable a~d dignified ;
but there was nobody there with a but hopefully less endangered than
stopwatch and an NFL signing
my couple of the year.
>
bonus contract to record the event .
Lists and bests are created by the DennisHinkamp's column, Slightly off
Center,appearseveryMonday in
media - which I am proud to be
Utah Statesman.,
part of.

f
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USU activities this week
from poetry to basketball
SoclAL CALENDARINGWill-I ANN / Ann Bluemlein
It is probably best to just
give up on the
snow concept
this season. So
forget all the
great "build-as now - fort together" ideas
and move on .
Fortunately it is getting cold , so
the classic invite for "cocoa and
cookies" still holds true. Find someone at a social event and invite them
home for cocoa and cookies. It can't
hurt your social life! (Psycho people
aside, that is).
It is definitely a good week with
TONS of events, from guitar concerts to classical music to poetry and
a beverage to plain poetry. So get
our your planner and pencil in two
or three events. Schedule one with a
friend. And Heather , lunch at
Einstein's was great - even if it cost a
small fortune.
Wednesday - There is a "Guitars
Unplugged" concert at 7 p.m. in the
Taggart Student Center. It does cost
$2, but go sel I plasma if you need
fundage.
Also at 7:30 p.m. there is a sureto-be-great music department recital
at the Dansante Building (the pink
one) downtown . Free, don ' t be
afraid to go . And you can see the
larger-than-life-size bust of Michael
Ballam (famous Logan resident) in
the lobby.
Thursday- OK, this one does cost
money. But you get something too . .
Go to the TSC patio from 11 a.m. to
1 p.m. and you can get a bowl
(handmade, so it's a colle ctible)
AND fill it up twice with chili (vegetarian available) all for only $6.
You can also attend the basket-

ball game (a classic date requiring
not much talking , but a lot of ,clapping and yelling - perfect fo r the guy
who doesn't want to talk much),
Obv iously at the Spectrum.
Friday - LDS readers attention!
Last time John Bytheway came here
is was a next-to-riot. So get your 1
ticket early ($1) and show up when 1
the doors open (at 7:30 p.m.). John's 1
show starts at 8 p.m. in the Kent Concert Hal l.
If you are feeling rich and made I
your goal of tw ice-a-week plasma 1
donation this time, try something fun
like taking a social engagement
(a.k.a. - boys take a girl out!) out to I
eat. Cache Valley has a variety of I
good, interesting places to eat· that
are not all fast food. Drive north or 1
south and find some good local din- i
ers. Talk to the waitress. Learn something new.
Saturday- Poetry and a Beverage
in the TSC Sky Room. Free, but you
need a •ticket. This is a CLASSIC
group date option because you get
fun stuff to do at your table (crayons,
games, etc.) and a free fun drink.
Bring your favorite poetry and join
in. Runs from 8 to 11 p.m.
Another basketball game (have
you noticed I am trying to support
you .sports people more? It would
help if you would send me a calendar or something). Tip off (that
means the game starts then, but go
early for the cheering when the team
comes out, cheerleaders come out,
etc.) is at 7:05 p.m.

Ann Bluemlein is a graduate student in the Communication department. She is lookingfor good social
invites this semester to save her
from thesis-overload. E-mail her at
s/zk7@cc.usu.edu.
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Castro's family values
'CHARLES
LANE
/ Special to The Washington Post
T h e
Cuban government
firmly
and
sincerely
supports the
humanitarian value of
family reunification. Or so it would seem,
Judging by the energy and
resources Havana has devoted to
its international campaign for the
return of 6-year-old castaway
Elian Gonzalez from his relatives
in Miami to his father in Cuba.
But consider the Fidel Castro
regime's behavior toward Luis
Grave de Peralta Morrell and his
family.
In 1989, Grave de
Peralta, a physicist, returned
home to Cuba from an academic
exchange in Italy. Having been
able to read Western news
accounts of the changes in
Eastern Europe and the uprising
in China, he was disgusted to
find Cuba's official press attacking perestroika and justifying ti)_~
massacre at Tiananmen Square.
So he resigned fr6m the Cuban
Communist Party.
Fired from his university,
Grave de Peralta spent the next
half-year researching and writing
a 200-page manuscript in which
he documented self-contradictions and lies in Fidel Castro's
speeches and writings. State
security agents arrested Grave de
Peralta and charged him with
"rebellion
through
peaceful
means" - that's a crime in Cuba
- and, in 1992, sentenced him
to prison.
Declared a prisoner of conscience
by
Amnesty
International and the Committee
on Human Rights of the National
Academy of Sciences, Grave de
Peralta was released in January
1996
after
then-Rep.
Bill
Richardson personally
intervened with Castro. As a condition of his release, Grave de
Peralta was required to emigrate,
but he was told his family could

DESSEKf
Continuedfrom Page10
trips and learn not to bore your
friends with them.
This list is by no means comprehensive of such an expansive
endeavor as sucking the marrow

follow.
loved ones who are jailed withIndeed, his two sons, Gabriel,
out due process for such offenses
13, and Cesar, 8, have been as "dangerousness" or "congranted U.S. visas and Cuban tempt." Amnesty International
exit permits. But the Cuban govhas just documented the case of
ernment continues to deny an Victor Arroyo, a dissident jourexit permit to the boys' mother, nalist, who was caught distributMaria Bouza Fortes. Grave de ing some 140 toys, purchased
Peralta, showed me some of the with donations from Miami, to
letters the family has sent to poor children in Pinar del Rio
province.
He has
Cuban
officials
from Castro on
been sentenced to six
down, only to be Everywhere it has months in prison for
"hoarding."
His
ignored or brushed
existed,
mother,
Marta
off with vague alusions to "orders
Communism has Carmona, waited for
from above."
him during a previous
generated
21-month
sentence
This, then, is the
choice imposed by
refugees;Cuba is on political charges;
now she's waiting for
the Cuban governno exception.
him again.
ment on this politically incorrect famEverywhere
it
ily. The children
has
existed,
has generated
can go to America to live in free- Communism
dom with their father - aban- refugees; Cuba is no exception.
doning their mother in a totali- Often the price of escape is some
tarian society where she lost her years of separation from family.
job as an English teacher One of the three survivors of
because of her former husband's Elian's ill-fated boat, Arianne
Hci°rta,decided at the last minute
disseni:·Dr t½ey'arl terriairi witli
her, and, in all likelihood, forfeit to leave her 5-year-old daughter
any hope of seeing their father as in Cuba rather than take her on
long as Fidel Castro remains in the desperate journey that cost
Elian's mother her life. This little
power.
A Miami-based Cuban exile girl and her mother will now live
apart indefinitely.
organization,
Cuba-New
Castro may be reaping a pubGeneration, says it has documented nine cases similar to that 1ic-relations windfall from the
of Grave de Peralta, among them tragedy that has befallen the
the story of Manuel Amigo Trejo, Gonzalez family. He may even
have the law on his side in this
who was jailed for dissident
activities and released to Sweden case. But none of that should
in 1994. His wife and two obscure the fact that the whole
daughters have Swedish visas, episode probably would never
but the Cuban government won't
have occurred if the Cuban dicgive them exit permits.
tator had long ago instituted the
Castro's
government
has economic and political reforms '
always manipulated family rela- Cuba's people so plainly need.
tionships to exert control over Fidel Castro, unifier of the Cuban
potentially troublesome subjects. family? The pose is pure
When musicians, athletes and hypocrisy.
scientists travel abroad, they are
This scommentary appearedin
often obliged to leave their
Monday's The Washington Post
spouses and children in Cuba, to
and was distributed by The Los
discourage them from defecting.
Angelos Times Washington
Then there's the agony of famPost media services.
ily members separated from
out of life. It is merely a guide for
those looking for a good place to
start.
The most important point is to
start living for today. It's not easy
to balance what you want to do
today with what you need to for
tomorrow. Just remember one
thing: you might not live to see
tomorrow, make the most of
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Includes
lodging
andlifttickets:
Snow
King

Jackson
Hole
SkiArea
~

Double
Occupancy
$35perperson
Quad
Occuapancy
$17.50
perperson

Double
Occupancy
$73perperson
pernight*
Quad
Occupancy
$55.50
pei)
person
pernight*

*2night
minimum
stayrequi1·ed

Uall
1-800-323-9279
forreservations

This student written column
appearedin Tuesday'sThe Sentinel
and was distributedby
IMS Campus News Service
mediaservices.

The PerformingArts Seriespresents:

NnennaFreelon

J.111.
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Uollege
SkiSpeEia

Jazz Vocalist

,ft,t11nlqy, .:7e6Nmty ,Jlh, 2000
I 0:00

today. I wish I could say that I have
accomplished half of the above,
but hey, the grizzly bear I saw in
Montana was really cool.

Wagon
Wheel
Village
Jackson
Hole
Mountain
Resort

&: S:00
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February11 at 7:30pmin tl1eKentConcertHall
Tickets$3 w/studentID
$15 communityTickets
Purchaseyour ticketsat the
SpectrumBox office.
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, Surgery may help gene-linked breast cancer s·urvivors
pre-emptive surgery for healthy
the researchers wrote.
women. Schrag, a cancer specialThe findings are designed to
ist, is now at Memorial Sloanease the decisions faced by
Kettering Cancer Center in New women who carry the mutations.
CHICAGO(AP)- Young
Between 5 perwomen with breast cancer associ- York.
ated with two genetic mutations
The new study. also
cent
and 10 per'We definitely
based on a statistical
cent of the esti. may live years longer by having
need some
analysis rather than on
mated 175,000
·'''" their healthy breast and their
real patients, looks at
1,,, ovaries removed, a study found.
cases of breast
guidance in
The study was an analysis of
women in early stages
cancer diagnosed
of breast cancer.
'•· women with gene mutations
women who've annually are
It does not advocate
linked to the
known as BRCAland BRCA2.
alreadyhad a first mutations, accordwhich were identified a few years surgery. It notes that
some women may be
ing to the
~
ago and are known to raise the
cancerand I think American
more concerned with
Cancer
ti~;. risk of breast cancer so much
that some women with the flaws sexual and reproducthis begins to open Society.Many
tive function and selfwomen don't dishave had their breast and
that discussion.' cover they carry
image than with gainovaries removed before any sign
ing a few years in life
the mutations
of disease.
The study. led by Dr. Deborah expectancy.
• LThNHARrMAN- until they have
"For others, taking
been diagnosed
" Schrag and published in
M\'l'OCI.JNIC
maximum steps to
with breast cancer.
Wednesday's Journal of the
Dr. Lynn
American Medical Association.is reduce the risk of a terHartmann. a cancer specialist at
a follow-up to a statistical analy- rifying outcome such as ovarian
cancer may result in a psycholog- the Mayo Clinic. said there is
sis she and colleagues at the
very little hard data on the beneDana-Farber Cancer Institute did ical benefit that outweighs even
a very small survival benefit."
fits of preventive surgery for
estimating the benefits of such

Women's
HEALTH

,o•,1

,rj'

1~

,,:

such women.
"We definitely need some
guidance in women who've
already had a first cancer and I
think this begins to open that
discussion,"she said
Because women who carry the
mutations have a high risk of
developing breast and ovarian
cancer, some healthy women
have chosen to have their breasts
or ovaries removed just in case.
Ovary removal may help guard
against breast cancer because it
curbs production of estrogen.
which encourages tumor growth.
A University of Pennsylvania
study published last year found
that healthy BRCAlwomen who
had had their ovaries removed
could reduce the breast cancer
risk by about 70 percent. But
ovary removal induces
menopause, which could put
young women at risk for early
development of brittle bones
and heart disease.

Schrag estimates that women
already diagnosed with BRCAlinked breast cancer are two to
eight times more likely to develop cancer in the opposite breast
than women with non-genetic
breast cancer. They face similar
or even higher risks for developing ovarian cancer.
The authors estimated that
women first diagnosed with
genetically-linkedbreast cancer
at age 30 who undergo removal
of their ovaries and opposite
breast and take the cancer drug
tamoxifen for five years would
see the most gains in life
expectancy - between 1.1 and
4.4 years.
For women who choose
removal of the second breast
only, the range in gains was esti-

s_

,,&

PLEASE NOTE
that dates to the early 1900s,
The subjects went to emergency rooms
between 1985 and 1992 with unstable
angina, which occurs when the heart muscle doesn't get as much blood as it needs. It
may happen during exercise or strong
emotions and can go away, Unstable angina carries a risk of heart attacks, irregular
heart rhythms and congestiveheart failure.
The researchers, led by Dr. Veronique
Roger,looked at the diagnostic procedures
much.
the subJectsunderwent withm 90 days of
The Mayo Clink study, pubijshed in
their trip to the emergency room, and
Wednesday's
Journalof the American
MedicaJAssociation,followsprevious stud- what happened during an average followup period of six years.
ies that have documented differences in
Eighty-five-percentof the men and 72
how men and women are treated for heart
percent of the women underwent common
problems,
diagnostic procedures. The researchers said
This study is believed to be one of the
first to look at differences in how the prob- men were 27 percent more likely than
women to undergo noninvasive cardiac
lemsare diagnosed,
tests like stress tests on treadmills or CT
About 5 millionpeopfe are evaluated
scans. The men were also 72 percent more
for chest pain every year in emergency
likelyto have invasive procedures such as
rooms across the United States.
angioplasty, which involvesinjecting a dye
The Mayo study looked at 1,306 men
and 965 women in Olmsted County, Minn.. into the heart that can be seen on X-rays.
After adjusting for age. cardiac risk facwhere two of the three hospitals are part
tors and other factors, the men had a 23
of the Mayo Clinicand all health care
percent higher risk of death and a 21 perproviders co_ntributeto a large database
... """""'
.. -~:"t:t ~ -tt.
,r,al ,i;- M~,,.
llfl!;f.~l~vno:) :i'"-~er:)•
MINNEAPOLIS(AP)- Women who go
to the .hospital with serious chest pain are
lesslikely than men to be given diagnostic
tests for heart trouble. researchers say.
However.the researchers also found
that women are less likely to go orl to suffer heart attacks. As a result. they suggested the findings do not necessarily mean
that women aren't getting enough <:are:
instead, they said men might be getting too

cent higher risk of heart attack or other
serious heart trouble.
While the women "were subjected to
fewer cardiac procedures than men, one
cannot infer from these data that more
aggressive management of women with
unstable angina is warranted," the authors
wrote. They said it's possible that men are
subjected to unnecessary diagnostic procedures,
Dr. Vallerie McLaughlin,a cardiologist at
Rush-Presbyterian-St.Luke'sMedical
Center in Chicago and member of the
American Heart Association's-Board for
Women and Heart Disease. agreed it is
possible that men are over-tested and over•
treated. But she stressed the need to educate doctors and patients about the dangers of heart disease for women.
"One has to keep in mind that cardiac
disease is the No. 1 killer among women.
and anywoman whopresents with any
complaints that could be cardiac in origin
should be evaluated very thoroughly;"
McLaughlinsaid.
That is especially important for postmenopausal women because their risk
approaches that of men. she said
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Homeowners with money worries
may qualify for low-interest loans

LOANS: Direct lender loosens its require- credit? Self-employed?Late housepayments?
ments for homeowners who need money Financial problems?Medical bills? IRS liens?
It doun't matt,r!
now.
If you are a homeownerwith sufficient ~Have you been turned down for a loan?
Do you need more than $10,000 for a11rrea- uity. there's an excellent ch~nce you will
r,• son? Are you paying more than 10% inter· qualify for a loan-usrmlly wtthm 24 hours.
You can find out over the phone-and free
;- est on any other loans or credit cards?
If you are a homeowner and answered of charge-if you qualify. StoneCastleHome
Loans
is licensed by the Utah Depanment of
'yes' to any of these questions, they can tell
you over the phone and w11hou1obligation if Commerce.Open 7 days.
you qualify.
Call 1-800-700-1242, ext. 344
High credit card debt? Less-than-perfect

1x4

HELP WANTED
Administrative
Secretary
LoganCityParksandRecreation
Department
Undergeneralsupervision,
pertorms
a fullrangeof
secretarial
andadministrative
supportfunctions
for
the ParksandRecreation
Director.Mustbe a High
Schoolgraduate
or equivalent,
andhaveexperience
equivalent
to three(3)yearsfull-time
secretarial
supportwork Mustbe ableto type55wpm,mustsubmitproofol a recenttypetesl HiringSalary$23,294
+ Benefits.Fora complete
job description
andappli·
catlOll,contact:LoganC,ty,HumanResources,
255
NorthMainSt.,Logan,Utah 8432t. ClosingDate:
February
8, 2000.ANAD/1/f.EO
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NEEDEXPERIENCE
(andmoney?)Joina fast,fun
and growingcompanyas yourcampusrepresentative. Ffexillehours.respons1bilrties
and competitive
pay. No experience
, just personality
needed.Visit
www.mybytes.com/StudentRep
for moreInformation
andto fill outanoniineapplication.

fENCING!

Needgoodqualitysleep
Morefocus,concentratioo;
product1v,ty
INCREASE
YOURBRAINPOWER
www.radiosonic.net
orcall 1·888·852·1447
orderusingreferral#1000
and receivea 10%discount

.
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1-888-UTAH-MILL (1-888-882-4645)

•P•e

you nub?

•

Need:29 peopleto lose5-100lbs!
All Natural,Guaranteed
DoctorRecommended!
1·888·367-9974
wwwenerg1zenow.com

STOW-IT

STORAGE CONTAINERS
UTAH'S I!ESI & BIGGEST

$1500weeklypotentialmailingourcirculars
Forinfocall203-977-1720

STORAGE CONTAINERS
For Sale Or Rent

....

Needed:two new swimming
surts!Forme andmy
wrfein Mexico.I 1ustknowwe'llbe thewinnersof the
rendezvous
fortwoon Q-92!fromMark& DraneC.

No One Else In Utah Guarantees
Their Containers! We Do For ·
Two Full Years!
(801) 977-8885 (800) 370-0111

__

StudentShopping
c_ente_r

__

Overweight
femalevolunteers
needed1oparticipate
in NutntionDept.Study. Mustbe ages2~5. ar§
not breast1eed,ngand are takingbirthcontrolpills.
Compen$ation
provided. Please contact Angie
@797-0896
or nfs306@holmail.com

Part-timeministerof musicneededto coordinate
musicprogramat growinglocalchurch.ContactSt.
John'sEpiscopal
Church752-0331.

SUMMERCAMPSTAFFonly fun and energetic
peopleneedapply.Workfor theGirtScoutsof Utah
June7· August20, 2000:watertront
staff(WSIcertified)unrtleadersandcounselors,
healthsupervisor,
horsebackridingstaff,programstaff,kitchenstaff,
andbusinessmanager.Mustbe at least18 of age.
Roomand boardprovided.Foran application
con•
tad TracyHanksat (800)678-7809,
ext.59. Visrt
ourboothat thecareerFairFebruary
8!

Wantedmotivatedprofess10nal
who wouldlike to
earnexlraincome,up front bonusesand residual
pay.CallShea787-9400.

WANTED:
50 SeriousPeople
to loseweight.100%Natural
andguaranteed.
FreeSamples.
1-888·530-7209
www.losewtnow.net.

MARKETING
STUDENTS
wantedlLocalcompany
needsto testnewproducton campusASAP Sue·
cessfulcandidate•;,illbe ableto createand implementa start-upmarketingcampaign.Get paidto
gain incredibleworkexperience.Sendresumeor
replyto garybumingham@nutracnsp.com

SATTERWHITE LOG HOMES

,•~dJl•lng

FREE VIDEO 1-888-942-HAIR

Classrlied
advertising
deadlines
areoneworkingday
pnorto thedaypublicatiOn
is desiredat 1Oa.m.Cost
per submission
1s1o centsper word$1 mrn,mum.
Reducedratesfor quantityinsertionsare available.
Commercial
ratesvary,depending
onfrequency.VISA,MasterCard
andAggieExpressarealsoaccept·
edfor payment.Use797-3359
to placephoneads
Advertisers
shouldcarefuliyreadthe classifiedad
form,TSC319. The UtahStatesmanreservesthe
rightto refuseany ad, d,splay,or classified. The
UtahStatesmandisdainsall liabilityfor anydamagesufferedas a resultof anyadvertisement
rnthis
newspaper.TheStatesmanhas authontyto edit
and locateanyclassifiedadvertisement
as deemed
appropriate.

ALSO LOW$ ON: 1x6, 1x8, 2x4, 2x6, 2x8, 4x4
$5/cu.vo. WOODCHIPS,
$35/coADDRYFIREWOOD

TOLL FREE

us1..rs

~!!111,;P,,,,Ah-&..
>,.LS ..il.D£

Study: Women yet less a99ressiveattention for chest pain

.

i

mated at 0.9 to 2.1 years. The
gain was put at 0.2 to 1.8 years
for ovary removal alone.
Those whose first cancer had
spread to adjacent lymph nodes
and those first diagnosed at age
50 or older could expect significantly lower gains.
Schrag stressed that the numbers are only estimates and that
many women could live much
longer depending on numerous
individual factors.
Women diagnosed with breast
cancer, including those with the
gene mutations. generally have a
good prognosis if their disease is
caught early, Schrag said. "and
that makes it all the more .
important that you think ahead
about how to prevent problems
down the road."

SUMMER IOBS
SUMMER
JOBS
FEMALEANDMALECOUNSELORS
NEEDED
FORTOP
CHILDRENS
CAMPINMAINE
TOPSALARY,
ROOM/BOARD/LAtJNDRY,
CLOTHING& TRAVELALLOWANCE
PROVIDED.
MUST
LOVECHILDREN
ANDHAVESKILLINONEOR
MOREOFTHEFOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES:
ARCH·
ERV,ARTS& CRAFTS
(CERAMICS,
STAINED
GLASS,JEWELRY),
BASKETBALL,
CANOEING,
KAYAKING,
DANCE(TAP,POINTE,
& JAZZ),
FIELDHOCKEY.
GOLF,GYMNASTICS
(INSTRUC·
TORS& QUALIFIED
SPOTTERS),
HORSEBACK
RIDING/ENGLISH
HUNTSEAT,LACROSSE,
DIGI·
TALPHOTOGRAPHY,
VIDEOGRAPHER,
PIANO
ACCOMPANIST,
PIONEERING/CAMP
CRAFT,
ROPES(CHALLENGE
COURSE,
25 STATIONS),
SAILING
SOCCER,
SOFTBALL,
TENNIS,
THEA·
TRE,THEATRE
TECHNICIANS
(SETDESIGN,
COSTUMER),
TRACK& FIELD,VOLLEYBALL,
WATERSKIING
(SLALOM,
TRICK,BAREFOOT,
JUMPING)
W.S.IJSWIM
INSTRUCTORS,
WINDSURFING.
ANDALSOOPPORTUNITIES
FOR
NURSES,
HTMI.M'EB
DESIGN
ANDSECRET
A·
RIES.
CAMPVEGAFORGIRLS!COMESEEUS!
www.campvega.com
CALL1-800-838-VEGA
Wewillbe onyourcampusFebruary
28,2000
TaggertStudentCenter,Room335
INTERVIEWS
ANDINFORMATION
FROM10AM· 4PM
NOAPPOINTMENT
NECESSARY.

Motherhelperneeded,
May1 throughSept.1, Salt
LakeC,tyarea.5 children,8:30amto 5:30pmMon·
daythroughSaturday.Needyourowntransporta·
lion. Salarynegotiable. References
necessary.
ContactKaren801-916-1836
formoreinformation.

2438 W. 1100 S. Salt Lake City
Areyoustill payingoff Christmas
debt-from 2 to
3 yearsago?Areyouhavingto borrowjustto payoff

STEEL BUILDING SALE

1 Wecan helpyouout of this
earliercreditcharges
vicious cycle.We'll intervenewith your creditors,
rnduceyourinterestrates,and consolidate
yourdebt
intoonemanageable
monthlypayment,
leavingyou
10to 20 percentmoredisposable
income,andget
you out of debt in 1/3 the time-all without
additional
borrowing.

PREMIER
STEEL
1·800•973■3366

Calltodayfordetails!l-800-530-3257

~

www.premiersteel.or~
DealershipsAvailable! u-=iJ__-J
Earn Extra Money- Work for Census2000

Utah Jobs for People in Utah

Financial Freedom
INTERNATIONAL,

STEELSQUARE
TUBE
Make Your Own Gates, Portable Panels

Census2000 i. recruiting lndlvldual1 to help taka the CenauaIn communities

acrou the country.

Thi• Job offers flexible hours, competitive pey, and work
cloa•to-home. Most Cen1u1 field Jobilast four to alx weeks. We provide
training, and mileage reimbursement, and we pay our Census takers and
crew leaders weekly. The Cen1u1 Bureau la an Equal Opportunity Employer.
We need you, ao call our toll free Job llne.

Cun1tect states

Call toll-free .........Do it now!

!88Hs

1-888-a2s-1133

WHY PAY WHOLESALE?

1''

X

24'

$5.98ea
(Ask About Other Sizes)

METALMARTSubjectto priorsale.

1200E. 100S. LEHI,UT• 800-947-0249• SoldAsIs - WillCallLehi,Ut
Call For FREE Stock/Price List!

START EARNING AFTER TWO WEEKS!!!
TWOWEEKS
IN CLASS
THENYOUAREONTHEROAD!

• 1arn$30,000
perYear
• NoExperience
Necessary
• WeWillTrain
You
800.727.5865

a1cH
simon
TRUCHlnG
DRIUER
SCHOOL

800.72.SKUNK • www.simn.com

INC

An investment plan as unique as your needs.
I

For more information, contact:
Steven B. Best, Financial Consultant
60 E. South Temple, Suite 1900, Salt Lake City, UT 84111
(801) 322-7694

SALOMON
SMITHBARNEY
@2000SalomonSmthBarney
Inc.Memoer
SIPC.
Salomon
SmithBarney
is a service
marl<
ofSalolTKln
SmithBarney
Inc.
A memberofcrt1group't

Central Utah All Breeds Bull Sale
February 12, 2000, 1 p.m.
t Producers Salina Auction
Gelbvieh, Angus, Charolais, Llmousln, Hereford, & Simmenal bulls wlll sell. Over 40 bulls
consigned. We sell only top quality, blood, trlch
& semen tasted bulls.

For more Information
or a catalog,
call Kerry or Nannette Despain at:
(435) 528-3990, (435) 979-1695 or
despalnl@gtelco.net
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rage, f1rs1 ume buyers programavaIiaoIe.Model
homeat 1800North300 West,Logan,or call 755·
6699.www.yorkshirevillage.com

•MORECARlOONS
TOTICKLE
YOO~IGTIME!!

Charliec.RooREGuEs
... /JOW 1'1'\601""

BizzaroDAN
P1RAR0

SERVICES

AUDIO RESTORATION& CD RECORDINGS
SPECTRADESIGN& SOUND
HaveAll YourCassettes/8
1racks/LP
's & DAT's DigI•
tally Transferred10CompactDiscs. We Offer the
BEST SOUNDQUALITYAvailablein Utah Wnh
SonicSolutionsNoNoise& CD Pre-Mas
tering.
PROFESSIONAL
STUDIOEQUIPMENT
Cassette/LP
to CD=S25
DigitalAudioTapeto CD=$30
45-78rpmLP's/Btrack/Reel
to Reel .,
to CD=$35
Allduplica1e
copies$10 each.
ForMoreInformation
Call Dave@TT0-2345
or
Email webmaster@spectradesign.com
(Serving
CacheValleySince1976

~olA
Said~u w~reeom,ng
~traight
batKtothe barna\terp\owirt%,
U1e.

STRESS
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Cache Valley Starters and Alternators, Logan's
only remanufacturer
of s1arters
andaltema1ors.
We
haveour owntow truck.Call753-1776or stopin at
303NorthMain,Logan

JEWELRY
CertifiedJC Millennium
cu1diamonds.88 facets.Call
Joel Nelson collect in SLC 801-278-5230I
jnelson@br.s1ate.ut.us

INSTRUCTION
BlueWaterScubaof Logan,Logan
's officialair
s1a1ion.
We can takecare of all your scubaneeds.
Sales,rentals, and instructions
. Classe~are year
round,you can be certifiedin just two weekends!
Groupratesavailable.Formereinfo. call752-1793
.

-

I

EMT Basicclass. StartingFebruary151h
. Cost
$600. ContactJayDowns 563-5318

MINSON

■

ANNOUNCEMENTS
BENJAMIN@CC.USU.EDU
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START
YOUROWNbusiness
! Setyourownschedule.
Control
yourownincome.
Sellfromyourhome,al work,
throughfundraisers
. Be an AvooRepresentative.
Call
888-942-4053

Fraternities•
Sororities
Clubs- Student
Groups
Studentorganizations
earn$1000-$2,000
withthe
easycampusfundraiser.corn
1hreehourfundrais
ing
event.Nosalesrequired.Fundraising
dates arefilling quickly,socantoday!Contactcampusfundrais•
er.com,(888)923-3238
, or visi1www.campusfundraiser.com.
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AVON
. NODOOR
10doornecessary
. Earnto50%.Have
funandmakemoneytoo.MLMavailable.Greatmoney
makingopportunity.
FT/PT.lndllpendent
representabve
1·800-527-2866
BUILD
YOUROWNhome.YouserveasproIect
manager and save.We1Iguideyou. 100%financing.
Your
effortsearnequity.
COBSHomes1-888-477-2627
WINTER
LANDSALE!6 AC-$29,900privatelake!Price
reduced
on Idaho'sbestkeptmountain
secretlocated
shortdrivefromBoise!Remote,
pnvate
, pris1
ine & very
accessible.
Enjoyprivatetrou1-stockedlake.Easily
access1,000'sof acresNat'IForest.Surveyed
, warranty deed,excellentfinancing.
Ask abou1unadvertised
JanuarybonuslCallownernow 800-488-5506,
8:30 8:30.

ValleyView
Apartments
How accepting rent for
Summer and Fall 1999

Call

787-2100

CAMPTOWANDA
, POCONOMOUNTAINS
PENNSYLVANIA100openingsfor pos1hverolemodelsto
THEPERFECT
SUMMER
JOB
becaring,sensitive
counselors."havethebestsumEARN$10,300+
merever!"GAEAT SALARIES
andtravelallowance. Getpaidwhatyouareworthhelpingfamiliesge1the
ln1erviews
duringSummerJob Fair,Tues.February LivingScriptureVideos.Nodoorto door,workwith
8th.Contact:800-61-Wanda
or www.camptowanda. referrals.Earnfreetripto Bahamas.
free1union.
com.for applrcat10r1s.
Weevenhelppayfor rentduring1hesummer.If you
are ambnious,
hardw0fk1ng,
andteachable,
please
callJared@750-5612
.
SummerCamp CounselorsWanted.Friendly
PrnesCamp,in lhe coolpinesof northernArizona,is
hinngs1afffor the 2000 season. 'loay28th - July
Work a1 a traditional,Old-fashioned
sleep-away
30th. Will m1ervrew
on campus,n February.Camp camp!DouglasRanchCampsInCarmelValley,Caloffers Ins1ruction
in horsebackriding,waterskiing
,
iforniais hiringGeneralCounselors.Cornemee1us
climbing,fishing,crafts,sports,animalcare,archery, at 1heJob Fair on TUESDAY,FEBRUARY
8th or
performingarts, and more. For appl~nfo call
stop by StudentEmployment
for moreinformatior
520/445-2128 or
email
us
at
www.douglascamp
.com.
info@friendlypines.com.
VIsItourwebsr1ewww.1riendlypines.com.

FOR SALE

ThewortcrsbestIdahopotatoes8 oz. or largernone
of that smallstuff!50 lbs. for $18.Makeyourorder
1oday!CallTrevor713-6416.
Compareandsave.13
a lb. Thalis $7 ona 50 lb. box

HI-TECH STUFF

Valentine's Day is February
14th! Order today!

Pentium120;64mb,1.6gigharddrive,8sp. CD-rom
,
high sp. modem
. includessoftware
, printer,speakers, 13" mornor, video card. AskingS700OBO.
713-7425pager.

CARS & TRUCKS
93 Chevy$-104x4p-u Excellent
condition.Second
owner.
$5500.
512-4644
e-mail
snjeppsen@cc.usu.edu.

Holiday Special!

Balloon Bouquet

FOR RENT

USU: Student Employment - ON-CAMPUS
JOBS
For detailsabouton-campusjobs, see the job
board
at
TSC
106
or
visit
www.usu.edu/-studemp.

#C397-98,Single Student Housing Resident
Assistant,
#C096-99,Grill Cook, $5.15/hour
#C490-98,Dishroom Worker,$5.15/hr
#P280-90,Animal Caretaker,$5.15/hr
#C367·99,A•TeamFacili1ator,$5.30
#C235-00,LaboratoryAide,$5.15
To Jim D. tt you arelooking for a greatwayto pro#C135·91, Intramural Official, $6 to $8 per
pose10me,haveMikeand Rebeccafromthe Q-92
game
breakfastbunchdo tt on Valentines!They'llbe in a
#C225-00,Lab Technician,
pinkCadillac-MichelleS.
#C265-97,Substitute Activity Leader
, $5.50/hr
#C593--90,
Plano Youth Conservatory Teacher,
Negotiable
#COS0-94,Undergraduate Teaching Fellow,
$5.15/hr
#C719-95,Undergrad Teaching Fellow-Music
ABORTION?
WHY?CONSIDER
Adop1
on. Warm,
secure,
lovinghomeavailablefor newborn
baby.Please
Technology,$5.15/hr
callat1omey
al 1-800-606-4411.
A-719
#C274-91, Applied
Music
Instructor,
Negotiable
ADOPT:YOURBABYwill be surrounded
with love,
#C12HO, MHR2990Assistant, $5.151hr
laughter
andalltheopportunities
lilecanoffer.Exp.Pd
#C124-92, Speech Instructional Assistant,
Debbie& Claude1-800-330-6337
$5.25/hr
#C208-96,Tutor, $5.25/hr
ADOPTION:
HAPPILY
MARRIED,
linanc~llysecure
~le wisheslo shareloveandhomewitha baby.Call
#C532-98,TechnicalAssistant, $5.50/hr
Debbie
andWayneat 1-888-422·1186
#C335-97,Biological Technician,$5.15/hr
#C501-99,Food ServiceWorker,$5.15/hr
M&W POLE BUILD
INGS: 20x30'x10',$3044.00
;
#C263-95,Model (Art Classes),$8.00/hr
24'x36
'x10', $3920.00
; 30'x48'x10',
$556000.Stallmats
#P017•93,Photographer,BOE
4'x6'x3/4',
$33.00.ManyOlherbuildingsizes. Krt.built,
engineering
, linancng
. Freebrochure.
1-888·336-8824. IP018-93,Writer, BOE
#C328-00,Data Entry Clerk, $61hr
STEELBUILDINGS
CLEARANCE
sale. Bestpricein
#C341-96,Moving Crew,$6.50
westl- Arch,stra~htwall,
singleslope.1-800-973-3366 tC327-00,OtliceAssistant,
$6.00lhr
www.premiersteel.org
Dealerships
available!
#C32HO,IrrigationTechnician, $7/hr
#C324-00,TA,9.00/hr
STEELBUILDINGS:
5 onIy 25x30.30x40,45x90,
#C322-00,CopyWriter/Proof
Reader,6.00Jllr
50x140'Sold'. Mustmovenow!Will sellfor balance
owed
. Freedelivery!
Call1-800-211-9594
Ext#21
#C505·99,Programmer,
$8-10/hr
#C356-97,Conversation
Aide, $5.15/hr
POSTAL
JOBS$48,323
.00 yr. Nowhiring-noexperience-pa
id trainlng-grea1
benefits.
Callfor lists,7 days.
800-429-3660
ext.J954

$399
444 1/2 N. Main • Logan
750-5918 • We deliver!

CAREER NEWS

ReadyRoutes
. 1·800-637-7444.
CASHIMMEDIATE
• $$$ Upfrontcash for income
streamsfrompriva1e
noles realestate,annurties
and
insurance
paymen1s,
v1alrcalsettlements.
CallDawnat
J.G.Wentworth
1-800-454-9368

Applicat
ionsbeing accep1ed
for summer/school
year
2000. Closeto campus,privatebdrm.mgr.at Brooklane,645East900North#1,752-4824.

OVERYOURHEADin debt???Do you needmore
breath
ing room???
Debiconsofidatioo,
no qualifying!!!
·free
consultation
(800)
556-1548.
www.anewhorizon.org Licenced,
bonded,
nonprofiVna1ional
co.

Femaleprivateor sharedroom. 1 blockfromcampus$220mcnth. Willhelppaydeposit787-9148.

http://www.usu.edu/career

MARS/NESTLE,
ETC.Established
Vending
Rou1e.
Will
sellby 2/1312000.
$8875mininlum
investment.
$2000+
monthlyincome Leaseavailablewith good credit.

GETOUTOFDEBTnow! Consolida1e
yourbills,lower
monthly
payments,
save$1,000'sin in1eres1.
Freeconsultation. Non-p
rofit. Metropo
litan Financ
ial
Management
10I1-tree
1-877-975-1994
www.debtcutter.org

Do you know whereyou are Irvingthis summer?
CambridgeCourtApartmentoffersheatedpool,jacuzziand manyotherbenefits. For only$390 per
person.Call753-8288or comesee us at 590CanyonRoad#1 or wwwcambndgecourt.net

Top 10 Personal Characteristics
Employers Seek in Job Candidates

GREAT BARGAIN
' $395 summer,$1995 nextt
schoolyear. Privatebedroom- mgr.a1ForestGale
West,460North400East#40,752-1642.

1. Communication Skills
2. Work Experience
3. Motivation/Initiative
4. Teamwork Skills
5. Leadership Abilities
6. GPA/Academic Credentials
7. Technical Skills
8. Interpersonal Skills
9. Analytical Skills
10. Ethics

Marrieds1uden1s
1-bedroomfurn. Availablenow
nextto campusNS,ND,NP752-2466
.

OFFCAMPUSJOBS
For details about off-campus jobs, see the job
board
at
TSC
106
or
visit
www.usu.edu/-studemp.

RECEIVING
PAYMENTS?
LUMPsumscashpaidtor
seller-financed
notes& deedsof trust,realestatecon•
1rac1s
, struc1ured
insurancesettlements,
lotterywin•
nings
. Cascade
Funding
, Inc.1-800-476-9644
DRIVERCOVENANT
TRANSPORT
·coas11o coast
runs'Teamsstart35c-37c'$1,000sign-onbonusfor
exp. co. drivers.For experienced
driversand owner
operators1-800-44
I -4394.For graduatestudents1•
800-338-6428
.

For All Your Insura nce Needs,
Including Student Health
·1i:isurnnce

258-5572

•

#0624,TrainerAntervener/Compenlon,
$7/hr
#0503,Waitress,
#0427,SalesTeam,$7.00/hr
#0482,Custodian,$6.75/hr
#0475,Enumerators/CrewLeaders,$9.50/hr
#0368,Day Care Manager,
Negotiable
#0271,Market Research, 5.50/hr
#0718,Production, $5.15/hr
#0362,Production, $5.15/hr
#0363,Production, $5.15/hr
#0385,Cook, Negotiable

#1096,HeavyDuty Packager,$7/hr
#1106,Equipment Operator,$7.75/hr
#0690,Sandwhich Maker,$5.15/hr
#0720,Cook, Negotiable
#0628, Customer Service Representative,
$7/hr
#1095,Foster/ProctorCare,$500/month
#0622, Narrator,NEG.
#0180, Afternoon/ Morning Deli Worker,
#0621, Part•Time cashier, BOE
#0620, Shipping Dept, $6.00/hr
#0619,Electrical Technician,
#0615,Freight delivery & recieving, $5.50-6/hr
#0422,Delivery Driver,
#0616,Sales Clerk, $5.15/hr
#0196,Interviewer,$6-9/hr
#0617,Merchandisepricer & Sorter, $5.15/ht
#0618,Drywall Installer, BOE
#0612, Regional Sales Manager,
#0608,Swim Coach,NEG.
#0607,VeteransStudent,
#0611, Aide to work with people with
Disabilities, $6.00/hr
#0609,Subsitutn, $5.75/hr
#0305,Youth Counselor,$8.00
#0604,Manufacturer'sSales Rep.,BOE
#0606,Professional Bookkeeper,
BOE
#0309,Produc1IonWorker,$8.50/hr
#0605,Instructor, S7+benefit
#0602,Babysitter,BOE
#0600,Server, BOE
#0185,Kitchen Help,
#0601,Sales Representative,
#0599,Fisheries Technician,$10/hr+
#0595,Web Developer,$11/hr
#0750,Vehicle Service Worker,$7.2Mlr
#0593,Secretary/Receptionist,BOE
#0579,Laborer,$7.50/hr
#0592,Algebra Tutor, $5.50
#0304,Sales, $7.0Mtr
#0589,Computer Help, NEG/BOE
#1109,PersonalAttendant, $5.25/hr
#0591.RN/CNA,$6.30/hr

HATETAXES?
LOVEvacatioos?
I canshowyou(you
cansoowothers)
howto legallyandethically
lowertaxes
andvacation
withtax-freemoney!
Call:Glen(801)8980441ext. 01mnimuminves1men1.

1 bdrm1 bath,1 block from campusA/C available
endof Feb. $340month.757-6917

(includes4 latex & 1 mylar)

BOE

NEW!
NEW!
STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT
#0186,PreschoolTeacher,$5.15/hr
DebateJudge,$30/day
JOB
OFFERINGS #0381,
#0226,Certified Nursing Assistant, $7.15/hr

STATEWIDE
ADS

~

i1
12

#C319·00, Undergraduate Chemical Lab

Assistant,BOE
#C317-00,Research
Technician,
$6-10.00/hr
#C313-00,Accounting
Intern,$6.00/hr
MEDICALBILLING.Earnexcellen1
income!
Fulltra,mng. #C314-00,BIS Intern, $6.00/hr
#C31HO, Programmer,11.50/hr
Computer
required.Call toll free! 800-540-6333
ext
#C315-00,Information Specialist, 8.50/hr
2051
#C564-98,DataTechnician,$7.50/hr
#C309-00,ResearchAssistant, negotiable
AIRFORCE.
GREAT
careeropportunities
available
for
highschoolgrads
, ages17-27.
Plusup10$12,000
enl,51- #C311-00,Hardware/SoftwareTester,
#C034-00,Technician, $5.50/hr
mentbonusff youqualify!Foraninformation
packetcall
#C304-00,EE or CS Technician, BOE
1-800-423-USAF
orvisnwww.a
irlorce.com.
#C180-92,GermanTA, $5.15/hr
DRIVERS• MARTENTRANSPORT,
LTD. Marten #C290-00,Program Specialist, 5.751hr
Transport
canpayyou· '1 year- $.29·2 years.$.30 ·3
#C113-00,Lab Assistan1,$5.15
years- $.31 •4years- S.32'5 years- $.33.Call1-B00tC284-00,UndergraduateResearchAssistant,
786-4135.
www.marteo.com
BOE
AGGRESSIVE
$$$.LOOKING
for fourseriousindividu- #C283-00,Mechanical Engineering Assistant,
a~ whowan1to earn6 figuresin yourarea.Workfrom
BOE
homeorofficePT/FTsn-458·1617
tollfree.
IC427•98, UndergraduateLogistics Assistant,

PERSONALS

'1t

IS

LIVE, WORK. AND HIKf WHf '!f WUCCLOWFIISAM) GI

ACrrns
'

Mt , Rainier Guest Services will be at the job
fair on Feb. 8, handing out appl ications for
hotel. restaurant, and retail positions.
Interviews will be held on campus on Feb. 9, in
Career Placement (under University Inn),
Room & board avai lable on site.
FOR MORE INFO CALL 360 569-2400 ext .

0
0
0

"

• Two Summer Sessions

"'
C
a
a

• French Immersion Program
• Desktop Publishing and
Web Design Programs

•

•

Cultural Excursions

The American
University of Paris
6 rue du Colonel Combes
75007 Paris, France
Tel. (33/1) 40 62 07 20
Fax (33/1) 47 05 34 32
New York office:
Tel. (212) 983-1414
\\l·h,1t1

I tn.ul

h1tp: // n,,,,
,un1111t..

•r(i 1 .llll'

.111p edu

..-du

Storageunits 6X12, and 12X24fenced wnocked
gate,goodrates.J&KStorage753-0653

Whyrent whenyou can own YorkshireVillage
Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroomhomes,1 &_2 carga•

Source: National Association of Colleges & Employers

Career Services, Ground Level,
Universi Inn. 797-7777

•TRUCKS
• SHOCKS & STRUTS

• BRAKES

10% Student Discount on Parts

-

753-7470

lZ

n Mon-Fri 8-5 - Sat 8-1 :30 601 N MAIN • LOGAN

This
Time
It Could
BeYour
Turn.
•Full-time and part-time shifts available
•Vacation, retirement plan, in-plant cafeteria
•Family Medical & Dental Coverage.
•Competitive Wages for Students!
•These benefits and others are also available.

E.A. Miller

41O North 200 West, Hyrum - (801) 245-6458 ext. 246

I

STATESMAN
OFFICE:

797-1775FAX:797-1760

WHAT'S
UP,USU?

I

statesman@cc.usu.edu
www.statesman.usu
.edu
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Wednesday;February2

p.m.,TSC by cashiers office.
StudyAbroad Information
■ USU'sfirst "Guitars
Session,12:30to 1:30p.m.,
Unplugged",7 p.m.,TSC
Center Colony,TSC Room 221.
Ballroom.$2.
■ Native American Student
Council.5 p.m.,Native American
Indian room, AnSci.
■ Mandatory Luau practice 6

.;uRPRl~Et;YoU1 _,_-.,-,,

■

Thursday;
February3
■

h

Chili Bowlsale, 11 a.m. to 1
p.m.,TSC Patio. $6 includes
handmade bowl and chili.
■ Mayor Forum, LoganMayor
Doug Thompson, noon,
Sunburst Lounge
■ USU Basketballvs North

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

MOYER

The best placeto start your day
and plan your week.

Texas,7:05p.m., Spectrum
■ USUCattle women opening
social.5 p.m.,Conferenceroom
AgSci.Pizza!

6/2?

--

DilbertscoTTADAMS

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

-_-_::-_-_::-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_.::-_-_.::-_-_.......
SHOULD I STAY AT
MY CURRENT JOB
WHERE THE COMMUTE
IS EASY?

~

~

.

@I

l
i

I

I JOINED A FASTPACEDSTART-UP
COMPANYWHILE
YOU LJEREYAKKING.

OR SHOULDI RISK
EVERYTHINGAND
JOIN A FASTPACEDSTART- UP
COMPANY?

Friday;February4

Sunburst Lounge.Free!
International Tea Party,3:30
■ Undergraduate Fine Arts
p.m.,TSC.by Multicultural
Show,Opening reception 7 to 9
Center.
p.m.,Twain Tippetts Gallery.
■ "ATime to Laugh"with John
Bytheway,8 p.m.,Kent Concert
Hall, $1.
■ ASLComedy Night. 7:30p.m.,
■

F.Y.I.
• Modelsneeded for USUstudent fashionshow. Tryouts Feb 1
and 2, 5 to 7 p.m.,TSC Auditorium.No experiencenecessary.
• Attention Ri\l'sinterested in completinga Bachelor'sDegree in
Nursing.Weber State University/Utah State UniversityNursing
Programannounces a Pre-application/OrientationMeeting,Feb.
2, 7 p.m.,ECCRooms307-309,Info.797-1515.
• "DevelopHis Powerwithin You·. LambdaDelta Sigma
WomensConference.Feb.5. 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.. Institute. Free!
Workshopsand a performanceby MichaelBallam
•SigmaNuInformal
RushWeek.Jan. 31 through Feb. 4. Watch
for scheduleof nightlyevents.
• NFS.Econ.PSB.ASTEand ADVSstudents!Youare invited to
attend the Collegeof AgricultureLeadershipRetreat Feb.5. NFS
Room202, 9 am. S3 paid at the door. Improveyour leadership
skillsand learn how to get involvedin UniversityLeadershipand
Service.Lunchwillbe served.RSVPby Feb. 2 to AgSci.218,7972267or sldrZ
• ASLComedyNightand WmterWorkshop.Feb. 4, 7:30p.m..
Sunburst Lounge. Free!Winter WorkshopFeb. 5, 9 am to 330
p.m.. Old Main 121, $12 (SlO for ASLClub members)
• Pleaseattend the 1st USUNativeAmericanStudentCouncil
meetingFeb.2, in the NativeAmerican Indian room. 5 p.m., in
AnSci.Everyoneis invitedto attend.
•Studenthost meetingfor Partners in BusinessManagement

InformationSystemsSeminar.Feb.4 2:30 pm. B21Gand Feb.8. 3
p.m. B320.
•TourRussiaon the Volga(May18-June 5). also Estoniaand
Finland. Universitycredit Informationand film. "Facesof Russia",
Feb. 4. 730 p.m. Main Room201
•Who'sline is it anyway?Feb.5, 1:30to 2 30 p.m. auditions FA
Room224 for an improvensemble to perform variousweekends.
797-3048ask for Jessie.
• HockeyTicketsfor the Weber State Game on Feb. 18, go on sale
Monday,February 7. Only 750 are available.
•Get involved,informed, noticedand hired become a member of
the publicrelationsstudentsociety.Feb.8, 6 p.m.. AniSciRoom 115.
An interesting, fun and useful student organization.
•Two week smokingcessationdass. "Fresh
Start"AmericanCancer
Societyprogram, Sponsoredby USUStudent Health Center
• DeadlinesSpring2cxn February22. LastDay to Drop Classes;
February 22. LastDay to Change to Pass/ Fail
• Applicationsfor 2000/01 reentry financial assistanc.efrom the
USUWomen·sCenter are now available. Some specialawards for
specificmajors/ minors are now availablealso. Check out the
Tuition Waivers.Former recipientsare eligibleto apply.Contact the
Women·sCenter located in TSCRoom310, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m..
Monday through Friday. 797-1728.
•Wilderness
Fll"SI:
Responder.
May9 through 18, 20COUpon successfulcompletionof practicaland written exams you will receivea
two year SOLOWildernessFirst Respondercertificationand a two
year Amencan Heart Assoc.Adult Heart saver CPRcertification.
Info.797-0462 or ECCRoom101
• "AVowto Cherish"will be shown at the FullGospelFellowship
Church, Feb.6, 7 p.m., 180W. 1000North. Logan.

AG-gravationN1cK
PERK1Ns

■ SLF8T CC.USU.EDU
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Computer Savings!

••••••••••••••••••••••••
; PENTIUM
Ill 500
____,,___;
; MEGAPOWER
; Co!flputerSystem,-

;
;

•
•
:
.,

•
•

•T

'f
•
•
•

'f
•
;
•

20 GB Hard Drive!
128 MB RAM!
32 MB 3D AGP Video!
17" SVGA Monitor!
SOXCD ROM Drive!
56Kb V.90 Fax Modem!
SB 128 Bit Stereo Sound!
380W Speakers w/ Sub!
Mouse & Mouse Pad!
Surge Protector!
Windows 98 CD!
Word Perfect Office 2000!
50+ CD Programs!

?
•
•

•
•
_•
•
•
•
;
•

..

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
••
•
••
•• ••••••••••••••••••••••••
COMPUTER
•
•• AddA
•• •; UPGRADE SPECIAL;• $20 Rebate Specials!
••
•• • UpgradeYour486or Pentiumto a •
•• Printer!
•
••
•• ; PentiumII 400CMultimediaSystem!;
$109 •
•
•• •• Complete Upgrade
••
•
•
$139 •
Includes:
•
••
•• DVD!
•• ••
$49 •
••
••
•• ••
••
$39 •
•
•• SystemsInclude: Pay $0 Down! •·•
••
•
•
•
$119
•• ••
••
••
•
$239
••
••
•• ••
••
••
••
•• ••
•••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Regular MailIn Yourfinal
Price Rebate
Cost!

$129

-$20

10.8GB HardDrive $159

-$20

$69

-$20

56KInt. FaxModem $59

-$20

Scanner- 600DPI

$139

-$20

17"Monitor.27DP $259

-$20

6.4GB HardDrive

Upgrade
To

SXDive&Deoodl!rCad

2 Yr Parts& Labor
Warranty!
FreeDelivery& Setup!
2 MonthsInternetService!

NoPayments!
NoInterest!
Until March2000!

Pentium II 400c CPU
New BX Motherboard
32MB DIMM RAM
16 Bit Sound
56K Modem
Installation

SOXCD ROM

OAC

'

Pinecrest
Shopping
Center
(North
OfMoll)

FREE 1'-SHIRT:!
With $100 Purchase

87 East, 1400 North

755-5877

+

FREE
COFFEE
MUG!
With $25 Purcha••

+

